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I NTRODUCT ION

À STRUCTURALIST I S OBSESSIONS

'rFor me cinema is an artificial medium and is at its best
when it is being at its most artificial." '

"It's of no use to make films unless fhe structure rel-ates
to the content,tr ¿

Àn ancient Chinese encyclopedía, according to
Borges, divides animals into "(a) those that belong

to the Emperor, (b) embalmêd ones, (c) those that

are trained, (d) suckling pigs, (e) mermaids, (f)

fabulous ones, (g) stray dogs, (h) those that are

included in this classification, (i) thogê that

tremble as if they are mad, (j) innumerable on€s,

(k) those drawn with a very fine camel's hair

brush, (l) others, (m) those that have just broken

a flower vase, (n) those that resemble flies from a

dístance . 'r one is tempted to add, ( o ) those

featured in Peter Greênaway films (Frampton 343-

Á.^\

saul Frampton's reduction of Greenaway's work to an item

on a list would hardLy offend the director. In fact, given

the overt display of his own enthusiasm for 1ísts of all kinds

in his films, he would probably enjoy the irony of it

1 P"t"r Greenaway interviewed by

2 P"t"t creenaway in Perlmutter

Mccamley et al (10)

( 63 ) .



(especially in the company of such exotic companions ) .

Classification systems, taxonomies, statistícs, numerology,

word games, play with names and permutations of all kinds are

the devices which ultimately give Greenaway films much of

their substance, Ruth Perlmutter has cal1ed him the Linnaeus

of cinema (56). He is a seÌf-professed structuralist:
In alI my films there is a contradíction between

the romântic and the classical; vioLent, absurd,

bízarre subject matter treated with a sev€re sens€

of control. Baroque surface and rich romantic

detail regimented into numeríca1 gridã and

structures --which I would like to think shows a

wish--against the odds--to creatê a rationaL víew

of the world out of aII its chaotic partg. However

the structures and controls are always mocked as

being inadequate or ineffêctual or destructive
(Greenaway in Hacker and Price 190).

on a more se I f -deprecat ing note he has saíd, rrI'm a clerk. I

like organizing materia]" ( 190 ).

Greenaway was profoundly influenced by the Structuralist
movêment in the arts during the 1960s. Às Hacker and Price

explain in their essay on his work:

Structuralists belÍeve that thê only truth that art
can convey is the fictional nature of the fiction
one is creatíng. Although creenaway has moved away

from thê harshness and aridity of thêse early



ideas, philosophically he has maintained his belief
that human activity is ultimately unclassifiable,
or un-mappable, although he feels a persistent

conflict on this issue. For Greenaway the

lists or classification systems are excellent

demonstrations of the vain, absurd attempts to

create an Isic] objectivity and meaning ín the

world. He acknowledges that they are necessary for

any culture and any society, but beliêves that we

should be aware of just how shallow they are, and

that art itself is another example of how we build

up and enforce such systems (190).

These "grids and structures" arê always related to the

films' content, usually thematically or in connêction with

some element of the nise-en-scène. sometimês these organizing

features are highly visible. The Falls (1980), for examplê,

relies for its structure on the alphabetization of ninêty-two

,ru*"",3 À parody of the documentary and Greenaway's first
feâture-Iength film, it consists of thE "biographies" of

nínety-two victims of "VUEi'--a Violent Unexplained Event--and

purports to represent a section of an inaginary world-wide

directory of nineteen miLlj.on victims of VUE. Thê vUE is an

arbitrary and incomprehens ible event (much like bêing struck

by J.Íghtning) which somehow has to do with birds and which

3 sin." I have been unable to obtain
I reLy on P. Àdams Sitney and Hacker
following description of it.

a copy of lhe FaJJs
and Price for thê



suffers j.ts victims, among other bizarre experiences, to

spontaneously learn bird languages.{ Each nam€ in the section

of the dírectory in question begins with the letters "FÀLL":

Canopy Fallbenning (no . 34ìr , Obsian Fallicut (no. 68 ) ,

Affracious Fallows (no, 75), Crasstranger Fallqu€ue (no.78),

Castral Fallvernon (no. 90), etc. One of the themes of the

film ís nj.nety-two ways to end the world. The number 92 was

inspired by what creenaway thought were ninety-two short

"narratives" on a recording by American composer John Cage.

He later learned from Cage that the correct number of cuts on

the recording was ín fact ninety, "Hê was amused that I had

built two years of film-making on an error of arithmêtic, "

creenaway said of Cage (Hacker and Price 191).5

Greenaway's second most overt use of sequential

structuring occurs Ln Drowning by Nunbers (1988). Based this

time on a numerical rather than alphabetical count, it

features the numbers from one to one hundred appêaring on

various Ij.vinq and inanimate objects throughout the film,

{ creenaway l-ikens The FalLs to Tristan shandy, which he
caIls 'rthe greatest work of English Literature that has ever
been": "rn a way, The Fal7s is a filmic version of Tristan
Shandy, full of deliberate red herrings, cul-dg-Eacs, gamê
pLaying, very trivial pieces, and pieces that attempt grêat
profundity, developed and underdeveLopod bits of narratíve,
with a stop/start motion to the whoJ.e thing" (Greenavray/
Mccamley 10). P. Àdams sitney considers Thê FaLLs to be an
instance of "the genius of British literary menippea--the
tradition of FieIding, Sterne, Swift, and SmoIlett" in its
'rpurest and most extravagant form" (45),

5 A" "n anodyne to the error with the cage recording
creenav¡ay was delighted when someone told him that thE atomic
number of uranium is 92 (caux et al 101),



along with the reciting of the names of one hundred stars,

v¿hj.1e three women each named Cissie Colpitts (triggering a

motif of threes in the film) dÍspatch their husbands by

drowning and then drown the coroner who got them off the hook.

Drowning by Nunbers was wrítten shortly after The fal.ls even

thouqfh it was not produced until 1988.

An example of slightly less obvious structuring which

derj.ves from a mor€ thematic impulse occurs ín A Zed and Tero

Noughts (1985). This is about a pair of animal behaviouristg

(siamese twins separated at birth) who lose their wives

simultaneously in an auto accident and subsequently try to

come to grips with death at a zoo, It is divided into eight

parts because it employs Därwin's eight stages of evolutionary

development (Caux et aL 115). sirnilarly, The BeLLy of an

Architect (1986), wherein an American architect goe8 to Rorne

for nine months to create a tribute to an e ighteenth-cêntury

French architect but subsequently loses his wífe to an Italian
Iovêr, dêvelops stomach cancer and commits suicide as his wife

gives Ì:irth to theír child, plays on the number seven after
the seven agês of Roman archi.tecture (Hacker and Price 190-

91) . In addition, the three classicaL forms--thê cube,

pyramid and circle--are repLicated throughout the film
( Greenaway/ C larke 6). sevên also figures prominently ín The

Cook, The Thief, His Wife and Her Lover (1989), thê subject of

this work, since the film is organized around th€ days of the

weeki each day is announced by a menu card, an elaborate



íntertj.tle which acts as a kind of entr'acte betwe€n the days'

events. More important, however, ís the colour coding: each

of the filmrs seven sets is symboLicaLly coloured and the

actors' costumes actually change colour as they move from room

to room,

Why this obsession with form? Greenaway has set before

himself nothing less than the challenge of creating a new kind

of cinema. He is disillusioned by the state of contemporary

cinema whj.ch he sees as sadly anachronistic when compared with

thê changes that have taken place ín painting during this
century. He blames this artistic atrophy on Hollywood's

reliance on the "psycho-drama" approach ( "pseudo-supermarket

Freudian analysis of character" ) and its enslavement to th€

dominance of actors. In fact, he considers mainstream film-
making to be accomplishing litt1e more than "illustrating
noveLs a1I the time, not even twentieth century novels but

nineteenth century novels" ( Grêenaway/ RodqerE 13 ) , His

characters have been criticized as rrtwo-dimens ional " but he

brushes this off: "I've often been castigated for not wishing

to develop the characters in a three-dimens ional sense, but

I'm not really intêrested . . . characters for me have to hold

the weíght of allegorical and personifying meaning" (14).

Although he has been accused of mannerism, elitism and

intellectual exhibitionj.sm, he remains adamant in arguing for

a cinema that is an intellectual as weIl as an emotional

experience ( Perl-mutter 56, 63);



I \^/ou1d like audíences to think about movies as

well as to feel the need to emotionally identify
with their content or characters. It ís true that

I want to provokê. I want to proselytize for a

cinema of ideas without necessarily arguing for any

particular idea. I'm not overtly a political film-
maker but I suppose there is a strong political
motive in this position, for I am arguing for

cínema for its own sake, and for íts ability to

hold thought and ideas without necessariLy having

to use conventionat íllustrative drama, without

necessarily demanding that an audience should be

battered into suspending disbelief or that such a

thing is c j.nema's sole function, I do not deny thê

vaIÍdity of 'emotionalr cinema but there are other

ways to make movies than Kraner versus Kraner

(Greenaway in Hacker and Price 213).

Frênch director À1ain Resnais is the director Grêenaway most

respects and he considers Last Yeat at Marienbad, Nuriel, and

Hiroshina Mon Anour to be "the best European films made in the

Iast 50 years" (Bergan 29).6

Eschewing then from the begj.nning of his filmmaking

career the narrative structure of classical cinema, Grêenavtay

has had to delve into other forms of structuring both to order

6 H" has called Marienbad
filmmaking" (creênaway/Mccamley et

"thê apogeê of European
al 10).



and to g j-ve meaning to his work. In \,¡hat I consider to be a

rare glimpse j.nto a complicated director's thought procêsses,

Greenaway illuminatès how he came up with the ideas for the

fí]m A Zed and Two Noughts whj-ch, like his other f j-lms, has

neither a tTaditional plot nor characters:

The films often start as a stríng of specuLativê

ideas, not as a ready-made story, or a plot or a

set of characters or an event. Takíng A Zed and

Two Noughts, it began with a fascination with

twinship, Being a twin is perhaps the nearêst you

can come to meeting yourself . , I hav€ always

been fascinated by zoos--thr ee-dimens ional

encyclopaedias, living dictionaries of animals, yet

a continuation of man's rêprehensible r€lationship

with animals. The first animal prison waE the Àrk

where animaLs went in tr,¡o by two. Berlin Zoo--an

animal prison inside a human prison--gave mê the

j.dea of puttÍng these and other speculations into a

film. The main characters would be twins who work

in a zoo as animal behaviour is t s--a field
popularized by David Àttenborough whosê

commentaries have become authoritative in the

public imagínat ion . i

7 g.iti"h terevision
nature programs,

documentarist who specializes in



Approach Darwin through Att€nborough. How do

animal behaviourists think about their subject--how

do they relate their anxíeties with their studies?

The greatest loss I could imaginE would be the

death of my wif e. So kiI1 the t.wins' wives j.n a

car-crash--the most possible and yet gratuitous of

êvents. Grief-stricken, the twins try to use whât

they knovr best--natural history--to comprêhend thê

event, To compLete the circle, the crash is caused

by an animal--a swan, vJe now have the beginnings

of a plot to explore many things: the absence of

meaning in gratuitous death; is death pre-

determined; how do religion and science dê41 with

the problem; is Genesis or Darwin the most likely
myth; what other myth-systems try and anawer the

question? The classical humanist myths have a1L

the stereotypes of êvery story ever toLd. To fit
all this together the zoo is staffed by the

equivalents of the charactêrs from Mount olympus.

venus de MiIo is the zoo prostitute, the gatekeeper

is a líghtly disguised Mercury who weara the zoo-

colours. PLuto, God of thê Underworld, is thê

Keeper of Reptiles who makes an altêrnative animal

collection of black-and-white animals because thsre

is no colour in Hel]. and so it goes on,

involving Vermeer and Vermeerrs faker Van Mêêgêren,



mythologícal animals, the conceptj-on of the

centaur, bestiatity. I was creatÍng a rich and

detailed world full of literal and metaphorical. and

referentiaL meaning that is totalLy artificial but

mirrors our own (Hacker and Price 279-220).

It should be evj.dent from this statement that crêenaway's

script-wr!.ting process relies on a formidable intellect as

well as a lively imagination paired vtith a willingness--in
fact a determination--to cobble tog€ther disparate elementË

drawn from myth, science, history, art and literature. These

are combined to created densely symbolic and metaphoríc works

that almost ì.nvariably necessitate more than one screening in

order to winkle out their meaning. Having attemptêd here to

give some idea of the range of Greenawayrs sourcês and the

highly indivídual manner Ín which he exploits them, I would

like to now examine the ideas behind The Cook, The Thief, His

Wife and Her Lover and the methods usBd to convey them. Far

from being just a movie about people eating out at a fancy

restaurant over the course of a weêk, the maín course here ig

history.

I will begin, in Chapter onê, by l-ooking at two of the

most obvious influences on the fiIm, Greenaway's original
vocation of paj-nter has greatly affected his work in thê

cinema, His appreciation for the "Golden Àge'r of Dutch

painting in particular informs the style and content of fhe

Cook, The Thief, Another major influence on both thê form and

l0



content of the film Ís Jacobean drama, esp€ciaLly the John

Ford play 'Tis Pity She's a whore, a Baroque revenge tragedy,

Linda Hutcheon's definition of parody aids in examining

Greenaway's parodic use of both painting and the Jacobean

stage. His comparison between the anxiety of the Jacobean

er.at a socíety "Iooking over their shoulders at the grand

ELizabethan age,r' and the present-day anxiety aE ne approach

the end of the milLenium sets the stage for thê history

uncovered in chapter Two, whêre the mythol.ogical, literary and

historical allusíons in the film are êxamined.

Chapter Two observes how the film's semiotic devices, in

conjunction with Derrida's ideas of dêconstruction, reveal the

palimpsest of history present in The Cook, The Thief, Using

the idea of "history under êrasurê," my thesis examinês thr€e

eras j.n the film, each one a cruciaL juncture in Western

civílization. The fírst one is ancj.ent: the paralIeI

paradigms of the carden of Eden and the Golden of Àgê of Roman

mythology. More particularly, it is the end of thes€ ageg

which figures in the film--the ousting of Àdam and Evê from

the Garden and the advent of the lron Àge. the second era

revealed is the Renaissance, i.e. the flowering of wêstêrn

culture at the cusp of thê Middlê Ag€s. As already noted,

Greenaway wishes to draw our attention spEcifically to the

E 1i z abethan-Jacobean períod, Finally, the twentieth cêntury

is presented at one of its most critical pointe--World War II
--as well as the immediate present I the end of the century,

1.L



the end of the mil-Ienium. The characters, Àlbert in
particular, are reveal-ed as largely aIleçforical or symbolic

figures as Greenaway foregrounds the theme of greed and power

throughout the film. The rêstaurant itseLf expands its role

to become symbolic of the politics of food production as the

basis of world economics, until creenaway ultimately turns the

Hollandais into a metaphor for the largest grocetería of all--
the food chain itself.

Chapter Three shows how Greenaway completEs thê theme of

greed throughout the passage of history which he has been

developing in the film by bringing it to a present day

conclusion, He satirizes contemporary society by exploiting

the metaphor of eating, In the eighties' climate of

conspicuous consumption and greed, ÀIbert, historyts woul.d-be

Prince, is contrasted with Mi.chae1, the proponent of the

French Revolution, as well as with the Cook. Richard Borst,

the Cook, is examined as the artist figure in the film and in

this capacity is ultimatêly a metaphor for the director

himself, a key manifestation of Greenaway's structuralist
impulse tovrard se 1f -re f erent iaLity.

Since the historical "supplementsI have been created

consciously in the f j.Im by Greenaway's pJ.acing of t'tracêsrr of

the past, ít must necessarily be stated that th€

deconstruction which follords is Greenawayrs. It is he who has

employed Derrida, deconstructing history to show us that the

past is always an absent presence in thg visible present, that

\2



signifiers of the present inevitably contain below their
surface innumerable historical antecedents. To deconstruct

The Cook, The Thief over and above this would require one to

scrutinize íts juxtaposition of beauty and horror--the bizarre

interstices of art and violence, of aestheticism and death

(the heap of dead birds used as a table decoration for

instance ) which are the esEence of the f il¡n and which

culminate j.n the serving up of the glazed and perfected corpsê

of Michael--a body that is the rêsult of art and violence.S

one would also observe the f ilm's stridênt racism and sexism

as actually a treatise against these and thereforê the

promulgation of current political correctness in a work which

purports to be of singular individuality. SimilarIy, it
offers a decidedly Marxist vj.ew of polÍtica] economics by a

director who claims to have no political agenda in making

films . The point of this study, howevEr, is not to

deconstruct Greenaway's film but to Ehow Greenawayrs

deconstruction of history,

For a film director, Greenaway is unusually willing and

adept at discussing the origin and deployment of his ideas,9

In fact, he Ís so voluble about his work that one iE tempted

to spêcuLate that he has come to consider intêrviêwE about the

I I am indebted to Professor David Àrnagon for hig
comments in this regard.

9 Interestinqly, he conslstently diEcusses the semiotic
aspects of hís work (symbols, colors, names, etc. ) more with
French Ínterviewers than with either the English or Àmericans.

13



re.lease of a new fílm as a kind of adjunct to the fíIm itself
--an opportunity to offer his audiences clues as to its
workings, the levers with which to prisê open the text.
Significantly, there are more interviews than revj.ews about

The Cook, The Thiet, and those I have been able to accumulate

about it and other films have been extremely helpful in

corroborating my own ídeas about his work. In general, I have

employêd Greenawayrs statements about his intentions when I

found his descriptions or turns of phrase to bê morê

interesting or enlightening than my own,

Greenaway's work has been described as a 'rf east for any

semiologist" ( Hacker and Price 189 ) and perhaps not

surprisingly his largest and most faithful audience is in

France. Thê density of his work is amusingly invoked by the

story of a mythical French semiotics conference, the subjEct

of which was The Draughtsnan's contract. The conference

allegedty lasted for three days ( f i.ve by some reports );

hovrever, the participants failêd to get past the title,



CHÀPTBR ONB

"Literature and painting are the tr¡o things that havê alrfays
interested me. Cinema allows me to combine the two."r

The rich detaíl and díversity of content j-n Greenawayr s

films would seem to indicate a man of considerable erudition;
he appears to have an astonishing knowledge of the past four

hundred years of literary tradition, art history, natural

history, and social his tory--po I it ics and culture, rangingf

from s event eenth-century land ownership laws to wig styles and

lawn ornaments,2 one of his greatest areas of êxpertise j-s

art history. Trained originaj.ly as a painter, Grêenaway still.
paj.nts, and despite be j-ng one of the most inventive directors

working in cinema today, still believes painting to be 'rthe

supreme experimental visual art form" (Greenaway in wrathal

1g). He has a great knowledge of and fondness for Dutch

paínting, particularly its "Golden Àge" (which he Bpeaks of

frequently), typified by the works of mast€rs like Rembrandt

and Vermeer. Their use of light and coLor has generally

informêd the look of creenav¡ayrs films, thereby revealing the

I Gre"nu*.y in Caux et at (94). Thê text is French; the
translation is mine.

2 Greenaway's knowledge of and interest in the
seventeenth century in particuJ.ar informs much of his work.
In addition to The Cook, The Thief, with its Jacobean meta-
text, and The Dtaughtsnan's contract set in 1694, Greenaway
has also written an unproduced script about the collaboratÍon
between Ben Jonson and Inigo Jones in making masques for the
Jacobean court ( Gr eenaway/ Rodger s 11), Ànd his most recent
fiIm, Prospero's Books (1991), is a reworking of Shakespeare's
The Tenpest set in 1611.

15



strong ever-present link between his painting and film
careers, Frequently he incorporates specific paintings into
his films, always with thematic intent and usually with irony,

He empfoyed Breughel's ChiJdren's Ganes and Rubens's Sanson

and DeJiJah as mythic subtext in Drowning by Nunbers, The

Draugthtsnants Contract (L9e2l, part Restoration comedyf part

murder mystery, is about a draughtsman who is commissioned to

make twelve drawings of an English country estate in exchange

for sexual favours from the mistrêss of the houEe. Set in

1694, ít contains intertextual references to sêventsenth-

century paintings. Às he says/ howêvêr, in kêeping with the

parodic spirit of the film,
Some of the compositions bave been taken over and

moved consciously into the film, sometimes with a

rather btasphemous rêsult, because the original
paintings have an eccLesiastical feel about them,

For êxample, tvro compositions are absolutêIy

integral to the film and center around the signing

of the sêxual contract. They arê baEed on a

painting by Georgês de La Tour which, in fact,
includes the virgin Mary and Mary Magdalene, so

that the visual metamorphosis ís one in which women

have been changed from thêir religious counterparts

to completely "Iay" (if you will ) equivalents

( Greenaway/Jaehne 13 ) .

t6



Vermeer's paintj.ngs have a direct relationship to the

Iook of the film A Zed and Two Noughts. Hacker and Price note

that the way the film Ís lÍt is inspired bY th€ seventeenth-

century Dutch painter: "the light source in many scenes is

four and a half feet from the ground, and from the left of the

frame as Ín most of Vermeer's paintings" (202). Greêna$tay

also displayed Vermeer's work in the film "bêcauge he

coincided with the time of the microscope, the têlescope and

the use of the camera obËcura, all of which refLect on th€ way

the cameramen look at the worId" (Greenaway in Perlmutter 61-

62'). This theme of modes and mechanisms for Eeeing ís

elaborately foregrounded in the film by ogwald's and Oliver's
( the two noughts of title ) repetitive use of time-lapse

photography to record the changes that take place during their

studies of the decomposition of several zoo animal carcaEEes.

camerawork and Iighting arê further foregrounded by

Greena\,¡ay's having his own cinematographer conduct extensivê

lighting experiments in the film: "There is a deliberate

catâlogue of the various v/ays to light a set in ZOO--by

daylight, dawnlight, twilight, candle-Iight, fire-1ight,
moonlight, starlight, search-1ight, by cathode-tube, arc-Iamp,

neon-lamp, projector-beam, car headlamps, fog-Iampã, ând many

others't (Greenaway in Hacker & Ptice 22Ol ' Thus Vermêêr is

both an intertextual device and an inspiration in the film'
In The Cook, fhe lhief, Hls WiÍe and Her Lovet a Largø

reproduction of the 1674 Etanz HaIs painting Banquet of the

L7



OfficerÉ ôf the St, George Civic Guard Conpany hangB in the

dining room behind Albert spica's table. ÀIbert, the Thief of

the title, comes each night to the Hollandais, a ftne French

restaurant, to dine wíth his wife Georgina and his band of
gangster lackeys. But it is not just this one painting that

creenaway wishes to refer us to. He intends this film, which

is about eating, to bê an extension of the tradition of table

painting:

I've been fascinated by table paintings--two

thousand years of table paintings. Thê great onês,

of course, arê the relígious ones of the Lagt

Supper, the Marriage at Cana Taken away from

the ecclesiastical connotation, if you take the

golden âge of Dutch paintings, the concerns had

much more to do with the appearance of things--

showing off how good their cutlery was, how

amazingly the paínters could depict a peeled lêmon,

This tradition goes on--things Iike Van cogh's

Potato Eaters) David Hockney puts people around a

table I wanted to see what I could do in that

area, and do homage to all those images (Greenaway/

Indiana, 121) .

Thís puttj.ng people at tablê rrto eat and drink, to tâIk, to

gamble, to count money/ do business" is what Greenaway does

wíth Albert and his band of men (Grêenâway ín Combs 323-24).

EvidêntIy he sees the samê intent in the Banquet of the
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Officers of St. George, after whom he says the Thief and his
gang model themselves (creenaway/McFarlane 38). Indeed, the

first time we see ÀLbert and his men together in the dinj.ng

room t.hey are all wearing red sashes exactly like the menrs in

the paintj.ng. The HaIs painting then is a kind of nise-en-

abyne in The Cook, The Thief, an internal self-reflecting
mirror of the tableau vivant taking place below it.

This paj-nterly urge to present a cj.nematic version of the

genre of table painting has led to €xtensive use of a

pärticular kind of shot throughout the film: the tableau shot.

These shots are comprised of two or more characters hêId by

the lens for relativeLy long periods of timê (by Hollywood

standards ) without cutting. "My framing is deliberately

related to the Renaissance sense of a framed space, an

organized space, a space whi-ch is dêliberately selected in
order to make use of composítj.on'r ( Greenaway/McFar I ane 68).

By doing this creenaway continually replicates the painting

meta-text of the fi1m. The tableau is used extenEively in the

dining room and in the kitchen as well where, combined with

"sti11 1ife" and Iit accordingly, the scenes of domestic

activity nanifest the Dutch masters' style and gênrê

interests.

As a countêrpoint to thesê static tabl€aux, a second type

of shot informs the film: the tracking shot. Long lateral
(i.e. sideways, left to right or right to left) moving shots,

plus dolly shots (forward or backward) take the viêvrêr from
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one room to another throughout the restaurant, Signj-ficantly,

Greenaway's c inematogr apher , Sacha Vierny, also shot LaÊt Year

at Marienbad, a film dominated stylistically by long tracking
shots. Thesê smooth moving camera shots occur often enough

that they become part of the rhythm of the fiIm, always

accompanied conspicuously by Michael Nyman's rhythmíc and

slightly sinister musical score. (The Cook, The Thief is the

tenth film on whích creenaway and Nyman have collaborated. )

Pragmatically, these tracking shots serve to define the

spatial relations of the film and act as a counterpoint to all
the long static shotsi but they may also function on a

subtextual level as an adjunct to ÀIbert's psychotíc

behaviour. Às we come to know his scorched earth policy in
dealing with both dissemblers and innocent bystandêrs, we

associate his movements with danger. By extension, although

the moving shots are extremely smooth and add a stately
quality to the look of the film which complements the

excellence of the table fare, the movement of the camera seemË

to contribute a subtle source of anxiety. Giannetti notes in

his essays on film form that flux and impermanence are

frequently associated with moving shots (62, 83 ),

Significantly, in contrast, after Michael is murdered the

camera shows ceorgina in the most static shot in the film: an

extreme close-up while she is lyj-ng on the floor. She turns

to the camera to deliver a long monologue and her face fills
the entire screen. Às Giannetti notes, static Bhots such as
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this usually indicate spiritual or emotíonal paralysís, as

does her prone position (83).

Às with aIl his cinematic conceits, Greenaway has more

than one purposê in mind for both the tableau and the tracking

shots in the film; apart from the painterly context describêd

above, which informs the look of the fiIm, they also relate

directly to the film's dramatic paradigm--íts oth€r inportant

meta-textual reference. From the momênt thê red velvet

curtains are opened at the beginning by two liveried footmen

to reveal the parking 1ot behind the HoIlandais, it is clear

that we are watching a play on a stage--in this case a

soundstage set atop construction scaffolding (the endoskeleton

of all film sets and thereby a self-refLexíve alfusíon to
cinema). The huge echoing rooms of this atopía are more akin

to Expressionism than the fictive reality of classicâI cinêma.

This is a construct, an art j.f ice; we are meant to realize that

we are not watching rêatj.ty but a 'r representat ion . I' The

câmera alLov¡s us to look through the proscênium arch, showing

us large expanses of set. Both the tracking shot and the

tableau shot support the stage drama paradigm. The long

tableau shots al1ow us time to linger over the nise-en-scène,

examining vrhat we will as if sitting in the audience at a

play, In other words, what we are allowed to see is not

specified or dictated through the manipulations of editing,

concomitantly, the gliding tracking shots 'ropen upr' Èhe stage

and move us from one set to anothêr. This avoids having to
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cut and edit as the characters leave on€ room and enter the

other. Fragmentation caused by editing would both conflict
with the conscj-ous painterly tableau subtext and undo the

privíleged "omniscient" stage audience position which allows

the vi.ewer to see from one room to the next--through the

wa1ls, as it were. This uninterrupted flow of action across

spatial barriers preserves the continuity of time and space

and contributes to the illusion of watching a play. Àt the

same time, however, the tracking shots save the film from

looking too stagey--too much l-ike merely a filmed play.

But it is more than just the form of the stage play that

Greenaway has incorporated into The Cook, Thê Thief. Thê film
is inspired by the literary tradition of Jacobean rêvênge

tragedy, specifically 'Tis Pity She's a Whore by John Ford:

I think that 'Tis Pity She's a Whore }raa somehow

been responsible for my interêst in both the

beginning of the seventeenth century and the end.

IRecal1 The Draughtsnants Contract, sêt in 1694,]

I saï¡ a production of that play when I was an

adolescent and probably vêry i.mpres s ionable , and f
was immediately taken with al1 its themes and

ideas--its violence towards women, its concerns

with examining very dangerous taboo areas likê
voJ.untary incest, its gestures that are almost too

melodramatic to be true, like thE cutting out of

the heart, and so on ( creênaway/RodSers 12).
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Technically a Caroline play because of íts publicatíon in
1633, 'Tis Pity Shets a Whore employs lust, perversity,
murder, horror and revenge in realizing its major themes of

love and death. It is precisely this outrageousne6s and

excess that creenaway is interested in--what hs caIIs the

Theatre of Blood's "obsessíon for human corporeal i ty-- eat ing ,

drinking, defecating, copulatíng, belching, vomiting,

nakedness and blood'r (Greenaway: notes on the back cover of

the screenplay).

On the surface creena$ray has preserved littLe of the

actual plot of 'Tis Pity She's a lûhore, the histrionic
treatment of death being perhaps the most obvious. In Fordrs

pfay, a brother and sist€! enter into an íncêÉtuous

relationship. Somê months later Ànnabe11a, the sister, is
married to another man, Soranzo. But by this time she is
already pregnant by Giovanni, her brother. Soranzo learns

that his bride is prêgnant, i.e. that he has bêen cuckolded,

and swears revenge: 'rf carry HeIl about me, all my blood / Is

fired in swift revengêrr (4.3.149-150). Vasques, Soranzors

servant , learns of the incestuous affaÍr from Putana,

Ànnabellars duenna, and punishes her for being the bearer of

the news by having her eyes put out. Soranzo, upon learning

from Vasques that Ànnabella's lover is her brother, bêcomes

even more outraged: rrRevenge is all the ambition I aspire, /
To that IflI climb or fa1li my blood's on fire" (5.2, 25-26),

Soranzo and Vasques devise a trap for ciovanni but first
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ciovanni d:.spatches Annabella, claiming it is best she die

vrhile they stiIl love each other (and thereby depriving
Soranzo of the satisfaction of revenge): "Thus die, and die by

me, and by my hand: Revenge is mine; honour doth love commandrl

( 5 . 5 . 85-86 ) . In the most sensational scene in thê play,

Giovanni, having cut out Annabellars heart, parades it on the

point of his dagger in front of Soranzo, Vasques and others.

Various traps have been laid and minor characters diãpatched

along the path to this inevitable final confrontation between

Gi.ovanni and Soranzo. Giovanni stabs Soranzo and then dies

himself at the hands of Vasques.

Greenaway has preserved four main elements from thê play

in his film: the convention of thê cuckolded husband, the act

of revenge, a shockingly violent and bloody act, and a taboo.

The Cook, The Thief revoLves around a gangstêr who dines with

his wife and a group of his closest maLe associates each night

at a fine French restaurant he has recently become a partner

in, Àlbert Spica tr€ats his wife ceorgina despicably,

something whj.ch has evidently been goíng on for some time, and

soon after they begin patronizing the restaurant ceorgina

starts a secret affair with one of the other diners, Michael.

They are aided in escaping ÀIbert's detection and in finding
places in the restaurant for their trysts betl,/een courses by

the cook. Ultimately, however, ÀIbert learns of Georginars

prevarication from one his lackey's girlfriends whom he

rewards for her revelation by stabbing her in the cheek with



a fork (corresponding to Putanars treatment in the play). He

vows revenge on Michael: "I'11 find them--IrI1 bJ.oody fÍnd
them and I'1I kill him. I'11 kill him. I'Il kill that

bloody book-reading jerkl I'11 kiIl him and Irll bloody eat

him," He obtaj.ns his revenge by having his men stuff Michael

to death in a book depository with pages torn from the books

there, and he is pleased with the novelty of this method:

"They are going to say it was a dignified revenge killing--as

they are going to admire the stylê--he was stuffed--and Àlbert

enjoyed good food." This scene parallels the parading of

Ànnabella's heart in its bloodiness and intensity. However,

in an ironic twist away from his literary source, Greenaway

then places the final act of revenge in the film in the

r,¡omanrs hands: Georgina has Michaêl's body cooked and forces

Àlbert to eat the flesh, whereupon she shoots him dêad. Thus

the play's taboo of Íncest is changed to cannibalism in the

fi1m, making Albert's boast ('rÄlbert enjoyed good food" )

blackly ironic. S

A comparison of the play and the film shows that both

Ford's and Greenaway's worlds are peopled by vastly imperfect

characters. In the play ÀnnabeJ-Ia ãnd ciovanni indulge

willingly in incest. soranzo before marrying Ànnabe1la was

3 Th" idea of cannibalism gÌew out of Grêenaway's
experiences in Rome: "I think working in Rome on fl?e Belly oÍ
an Architec¿, in the city of blood, meat, money, cannibaLism,
all those closed churches, aLI those restaurants--the ItaLians
seem to eat everything; the testicles, the gut, the tongue,
the ears--that whole idea of cannibalism seemed an interesting
metaphor to work with" ( Greenaway/ I ndi arLa !2I]. ,
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having an affair with a married woman. Vasquês is a double-

crosser and a vicious and sadistic kiLler. The minor

characters are ínvariably either buffoons or prey to wanton

sexual instincts and íIl-icit behaviour. Larry Champion, in a

study of the tragic patterns j.n Jacobean and caroline drama,

writes of the Ford play: "ClearLy, the protagonist's

incestuous love is sinfuf and fundamentally repellenti yet his

relationship is set in the context of a decadent society in
which each individual is a law unto himself, pursuing his own

interests at whatever cost to those around him" (1el) .

Similarly, Georgina is so confined in the hideous world of

Älbert that her affair--even though it is both adulterouE and

more lust than love--sparks some sympathy. At the same time,

however, the fact that she stays with Àlbert (or ever married

hím in the first place) ultimately prevents her from being

perceived as wholLy blameless. The same is true of thê Cook

who has stoícalIy entered into a busj.nese partnership with

Albert. Both societies are corrupt: in the play even the

Church does not remain untarnished, while thê spicas' world is

one in which 'rpity and compassion count for nothing, money and

status for everything" (Indiana in creenaway/ I ndi ana 121). l{o

doubt Greenaway would concur that what Champion wrote of '?is
Pjty coul-d also be said of The Cook, The Thiêft that it is

"a tragfedy of a whole socj-ety as much as it is the tragedy of

an individual" (Champion 181).



Àlthough it is difficult and probably ultimately futile
to try to draw any reaL character correspondences between the

play and the film, the similarities between Vasques and Àlbert

are noteworthy. Both are arbitrarily vicious and sadistic,
often displaying unnecessary cruelty. Vasques is the one who

orders Putana's eyes put out and "if she roars slit her nose",

an unequivocally extreme punishment for simply being the

bearer of bad news. He all-ows another vromanf whom he has

double-crossed, to poison herself. These, as Champion notes,

are acts which rrhave nothing to do with public justice but are

acts of wanton crueltT" (195). Àlbert, wÍth a private gang of

bandittj. at his disposal like Vasques, is also a Iaw unto

himself, dispensing his own brand of " justÍcer' êv€n wh€n no

recrimination j-s called for by brutalizing his wife, torturing
a child, stabbing Patricia in the face, and forcíng a man to

eat dog excrement because he wouldn't pay the êxtortion Àlbert

demanded of him, The main difference between the two villains
is, of course/ that Àlbert pays for his sins at the end of the

film while vasques escapes with nothing more than a sentence

of banishment, hardly a tragedy since he is not a native of

Italy, but Spain: "'Tis well: this conquest is mine, and I

rejoice that a / Spaniard outwent an Italian in revenge"

(1.6,145-46). Greenaway, however, does mediate punishment to

his vilest character, and his pLacing thê woman in the power

position at the end of the film drastically aLters the sexual
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politics of Ford's lext wherein lhe female protagonÍst vras the

victim of not one but two men's revenge.

creenaway remarked to a French intervíewer on r?is Pity's
being an Italian play written for an Engl-ish audience at a

time when Italian suggested ttLe nachiavélisne, le conplot, le
poison, bref le fiaJrr ( cr eenaway/ C iment 1989, 16). In this he

alludes to the Renaissance stock stage figure of the

"Machiavel" of which Albert is a modern day incarnation. { As

Robert Ornstein explains in his book The MoraL Vision of

Jacobean Traqedy, this figure partly grew out of I'the myth of

Italian decadence" and was not necessarily a political

character. In fact there wâs Iittle connection with

Machiavelli's thought; instead the MachÍave1 was rran inhumanly

cunning Elizabethan intriguer, " an

artificial 'literary' construct--part Senecan

tyrant, part pseudo-MachiaveL. Outside of

Shakespeare's and possibly Marlowe's plays, the

Elizabethan Machiavel has IitIe political
signifícance. His rajson d'être is a primitive

cynicism and aesthetj.c appreciation of his own

villainies. He has an instínctive appetite for

horrendous crimes but only the vaguest interest in

{ cr""nu*uy further suggests this Italian connection by
stating that one of the possible deconstructions of Àlbertrs
surname is "Spik"--a pejorative sIâng term for Italians
popular in England after WVI II ( Greenaway/ Ciment 1989, 16).
The names of all the characters in The Cook, The Thiet are
significant and will be dealt with fully in the next chapter.



holding a scepter. He is, ln short, not a

poLítiÕaI subversive but an archenemy of moral

order, a 'modern' representative of ancient eviIs,
a diabolical incarnation of at Least six of the

Deadly Sj-ns (25).

creenaway has done a brilliant recreation of this figure in

Albert, êspecially since Ornstein goes on to describe the

Machiavel as "The hated politi.cían lwho ] becomes an

entertainíng, faintly ridiculous, bombastic villain, or Iike
Satan on the medieval stage, is reduced to ranting

l-udicrousness" (2? ) .

The fí1m's ironic feminist turn, along v/ith its
preservation of the various elements already discussêd,

qualifÍes The Cook, The Thief as a parody of Ford's play

according to Linda Hutcheon's definition in å Theory ot

Parody. The Teachings of Twent ieth-Century Art Forns. As she

explains, modern parody no longer necessarily invoLves the

notion of humour it once dÍd. Instead, it j.s "an integrated

structural modeling process of revising, replaying, inverting,
and 'trans-contextualizing' previous works of artrr (11), Her

term " trans-contextual i z at ionrr is defined as artistic

recycling wíth "complex textual intentionalíty, " involving

difference and distance. creenaway has stated his attraction

to parody in several interviews and refers frequently to LewÍs

Carroll, and English writer and artist Edward Lear. Even more

siçfnifÍcantly perhaps, he has stated "I don't think there is
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much point in reproducing a períod for rts own sake"

( cree naway / Jaehne 14). In The Cook, The ?å-ze"f creenaway takes

Jacobean angst, as well as styles and modes of dealing with
it, and makes them over in a modern idiom, intending precisely

the kÍnd of revisLng and replaying that Hutcheon suggests:

The f ilmrs preposterous notion is cannibalism in a

sophisticated Western restaurant we're not

used to seej.ng cannibalism portrayed as it exists
in our own sophisticated lives these are the

kinds of taboo areas Jacobean drama investigated so

thoroughly. . [I wanted to] see what I could do

in a contemporary sense with Jacobean drama--its
great physicality and a concern \./ith taboos. Wêrre

approaching the end of the millennium and

experiencing the anxíety of melancholia and

violence in our contemporary culture. The

JacÕbeans v¡ere Looking over their shouLders at the

grand Elizabethan age; Britain still looks over its
shoulder at the great empire. In Jacobean times,

syphilis was the new sexual scouÏge; we now have

AIDS. There's a certain comparíson in that
sexualj.ty has become complicated, so there' s a

similar spirit of mel-ancholia, The same sensation

of fatalism exists vis-à-vis the sort of cruelty we

see every day. especiall-y cruelty in the home, the
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abuse of children, and so on ( Gr eenaway/ I nd j_ana

LzL),

Greenaway's comparison between periods of history will- prove

to be a cruciaL thematic and structural device in the film,
Interestingly, in his search for the roots of the

pessimism inherent in Jacobean drama, Ornstein also compares

the anxiety of the era with the present day. He lists its
causes:

The late sixteenth century was no less an age of

anxíety and insecuríty. Powêr was shifting rapj.dly

from one class to another; social unrest

accompanied rising prices and the destruction of

feudal agrarianism. The plague was a yearly

visítation and a daily nenento nori. Fear of the

unsettled succession reinforced fear of foreígn

intervention and of internal- dissension between

religious and polj.tical factions The Jacobean

tragedians do not so much lament the end of the

Renaissance adventure of discovery as reckon its
costs and darker consequences. Embodied in their
plays is an a\{areness that famÍIiar ways of lifê
are vanishing and that traditional poLÍtica1 and

socia.l- ideas are 1osÍng their relevance to the

contemporary scene. Against thê pessimism and

disillusion of Jacobean tragedy we must pLace the

constant refrain of contemporary evil and misery
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that runs through Iate Renaissance treatises of
religion and moraL phiLosophy. Àgainst the

Jacobean's envisloned savageries v¡e must place the

actual horror of internecÍne religious and

poLit j.caI \,¿arf are on the Continent, which made

Stoicism a living rather than academic philosophy

for the late Renaissance mind (76, 24),

As we will see r references to this shiftíng social and

economic scene, as wei"I as the politics of the day, are all
present ín The Cook, The Thief.

Hutcheon notes that parody can involve any art, not just

literature, and Greenaway as we have already seen is an expert

at employing painting parodicatLy (recall the conversion of

the La Tour religfÍous paintings into their "Iay" equivalênts

in The Draughtsnan's Contîactl , Greenaway parodies Dutch

painting in general in The Cook, The Thiet (the action takes

place in a restaurant called "Le Hollandais" ) by the way the

f il-m is lit, by the composition of the shots, and by placing

copious heaps of fruit and vegetables throughout the

restaurant in a celluloid version of stiII Iife. Bert

Cardullo provides some insight as to how the Hals painting

specifically is parodied I

Iit is] a painting whose celebration of the Civic

Guard of Haarlem, of the strength and optimism of

the citizen-soldiers vrho established thê new Dutch

Republic (Hals created a number of life-sizê group
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portraits of Civic Guard), is meant to contrast

v¿ith the 'celebratÍon' of greed, lust, and tyranny

that occurs down on the floor (CardulLo 647).

However, William F. Van Wert's opinion of the use of the

paínting coíncÍdes more with the not:.on of a nise-en-abyne and

creenaway's remark that the Civic Guard are the group after
whom AIbert and his gang have modelled themselvês: "this
painting represents the burgeoning bourgeoisie as a class in
its depiction of these amateur archers of Haarlem, and Albert,

for aIl his money and pretentions Isic] to 'class,' cannot

escape his bourgeois bloodlines and habits" (Van Wert 47).

Van Wert goes on to suggest an even deeper intertextual
relationship between Spica and the painting:

HaIs himself represents both Spica and what Spica

might have been, had he been successful in his

attempts to purchase class. Hals is depicted in

art history books as an insatiable drinker, a

dissoLute and ungovernable hedonist, who caused the

death of his first wife by beating her. then had

ten children by a second wifê (47).

Vän Wert has put considerable effort into studyinqt the

painting " trans -contextuaL i zat ions " in the f i Lm--rêpl icat ions

employing distance and difference. He lists the following:

Masaccio's 'The Expulsion of Àdam and Eve' (the

naked lovers in the maggot-infested food van);

Andrea DeI Castagno's 'The Last SuBper (1436--the
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long supper table with Fitch and company ) ;

Antonello Da Messinars 'St. Jerome in His Study'

(146O--the book depository scene ); Àndrea

Mantegnars 'Dead Christ' (1500 ) and Rembrandtrs

rThe Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Deyman' (the vier¿ of the

dead Michael from the feet up); Van Eyck's 'Adam

and Eve' (one tableau of the lovers ) ; Rembrandtrs

'The Syndics of the Draperrs cuild'(for one of the

spica suppers, where three of his men are standing

behind the table); Vermeer's 'The Cook' (1657--for

one of the kitchen tableau). Rembrandt, Vermeer,

and Àrchj.mboldo get repeated honnages (Van wert

4tl.
Greenaway enjoys pursuing a parodic self-referentiality

within his own work.5 As the main character in Drowning By

Nunbers, cissie colpitts makes hêr fourth appêarance in
creenaway's films. She had been in two earlier short films--
Vertical FeatuÍes Renake and A lúaLk Throuqh fl--as well as The

5 cj.nematic self-reflexivity specifícaIly is taken to its
apex in his 1978 fiJ-n VerticaL Features Renake, Inspired by
Greenaway's ten years' experience as a docum€ntary editor in
the British government's Central Office of Information, this
parody of the documentary is a film about re-editing film,
wherein a fictitious government rrlnstitute of RêcLamation and
Rêstoration" makes four attempts to re-edit a film (Vettical
Features) that was made in protest by one of its membgrs--thê
fictional ornithologist Tulse Lupêr who figured prominently in
The FaLLs, Luper is Greenaway's fictional alter ego--an
archj.vist, cartographer, ornithologist extraordinaire who
appears in a number of Greenaway's early films, art, novêLs,
illustrated books and drawings. "He's me at about 65. À
know-al1, a Buckmj.nster Fuller, a Mcluhan, a John Cage, a
pain" (Frampton 344 ) .
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FaLl-s, Van Hoyten/ the ornithologist in ZOO, aLso appeared in
VerticaJ FeatuÍes Renake, A VIaLk Through H, The Draughtsnants

Contract and Íåe Fa1Ls, Indeed, Greenaway has referred to The

¡aJls as as an "encyclopedic" work which he likes to delve

back into. A parodic vestige of its avian theme can be seen

ín The Cook, The Thief where racks fulL of plucked birds
appear in the kitchen and heaps of dead birds, with their
feathers stíI1 on, are used as a table decoratj.on in the

dining room on at least one occasion. It is difficult to teII
whether or not, Iike Albert, they are birds of prêy. One of

the trysts between Michael and ceorgina takes place in a bird

"pantry", and the address of the book repository is

"Falconberg Court." Feathers are frequently incorporated into
Georgina's headgear and the women in the floorshow wear

enormous ostrich plumes.

Parody involves a showing through of the o1d text. And

it provides the clues for its decoding: rrThe ru1es, if the

author is playing fair, are usually in the text itself 'r

(Hutcheon 92). Thj.s notion of a patimpsêst within the new

work of art wilL be more fully explored in the Chapter Two,

r'À critical distance is implied betv/een the backgrounded têxt
being parodíed and the new incorporating work, a distance

usually signaled by irony" (Hutcheon 32). The trope of irony
and the bequeathal- of power to the woman in the film is also

investigated in Chapter Two. À more detaited study of

Greenaway's thoughts on contemporary society is undêrtaken in
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Chapter Three and this will necessarlly involve another genre

which Hutcheon discusses: satire, which "unlike parody is both

moral and social in its focus and ameliorative ín its
intention" (16). Satire may use parody toward its end of

"ridiculing the vices or follies of humanj.ty, with an eye to

their correctionrr (54), but parody does not necessarily

involve satire:
Satire frequently uses parodj-c art forms for either
expository or aggressive purposes, when it desires

textual differentiation as its vehicLe. Both

satire and parody imply critical distancing and

therefore vaLue judgments, but satire generally

uses that distance to make a negativê statêment

about that which is satirized (43-44),

Greenaway has used both in The Cook, The Thief; he parodies

art and literary works, and satirizes the hedonism and the

conspicuous consumption of the 1980s. He explained to one

Ameri.can interviewer :

The Reagan phenomenon, in EngIísh têrms, translates

as a yuppiê preoccupation not just vrith eating but

with exhj.bítj-ng wealth and showÍng off--for
example, the v¡hoIe food snobbism about what v¡ine to

drÍnk with what meaL, Here we have Àlbert Spica,

who's obviously made money througfh extortion,
through pimping, through thievery, .\nd no\.r, like
the vrhore who goes to church to become respectablê,



he comes into the restaurant to l"earn etiquette, to

pull himself up by the bootstraps, to become a

respectable member of the bourgeoisie" (Greenaway/

Indiana 121) .

Àlbert, as the doyen of the above-described trends, is the

brunt of this satire, a man who is unconscious of how

superficíal and vuJ.gar his laste is. rrlf you spent as much

money on the meal Mr. Spica as you waste on the decor, your

taste j.n good food must surel-y improve " the Cook says

to him, But the expensive trappings of the restaurant cannot

cloak the reality unspoolinq below the Hals painting.

ÀIbert's scurrilous scataLogical ranting at his banquet table

is virtually a monologue that runs throughout the fílm, so

much so that The cook, The Thief qualifiês as modern day

Menippea.6

6 see p.
Vision I (1990 )

Adams Sitney's
: 45-51.

"The FalIs, " Petsistence of



CHÄPTER TWO

And thus, if something savoury is díscovered under the veil of
fable, the composition of fables r,ri11 not be a completely
useless actÍvity.

ÀII art is at once surface and symbol
the surface do so at their peril.

- Boccaccio

Those who go beneath

- Oscar Wil-de

HavÍng observed how Greenaway has employed alphabetizing,

double entendres and other jeux de mots, dualities and triads,
mythology, names / numerofogy, parodies, puns, symbols, and

visual gestes of all sorts in his films, I will now look at

the "grj.ds and structures" which order and ultimately give

meaning to The Cook, The Thief. Like much of the Greenaway

cosmos, this film insists upon an overtly artificial world,

However, its presentation as an obviously and deliberately
fabricated evênt--a stage drama- - foregrounds the notion of

representation as a paramount strategy in the film, The Ídea

of representation, of a pl-ay of surface signifiers, is the

informing principle that gives meaning to The Cook, The Thief.

The presentation of the f ilm's world as a construct is
perfectly embodied in the "Luna" sign in the parking Iot:
since this is not the real world there can be no actual moon

here, only the sign of one. The Luna sign âIso brilliantLy
demonstrates how signifiers in the f il-m are derivative of more

than one tíme period. Luna is not only Latin (i.e. the

ancient word ) for moon but, stylized in nêon, is a

quintes sent ia IIy contemporary sign as weLl. WilLiam Van Wêrt
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notes that ín addítion to being "a simulacrum for moon" Luna

is also an allusion to BertoLucci's film about incest (Van

Wert 45). Incest having already been introduced as the taboo

of our established Iiterary inter-text 'Tis Pity shê's a

Whore, the tuna sign thus becomes a consummate example of what

RoIand Barthes describes as the goal of aI1 structuralist
activity:

to reconstruct an "object" in such a way as to
manifest thereby the rules of functi.oning ( the

"functj.ons" ) of this object. Structure is
therefore actually a sinuLacrum of the object, but

a directed, interested simulacrum, since the

imitated obj ect makes something appear which

remained invisible or, if one prefers, unintel-
Iigible in the natural object. Structural man

takes the real, decomposes it, then recomposes ít
( CriticaL Essays 274-5),

If the moon of the parking Iot had been a natural moon, not

recomposed as the Luna sign, it woutd not have referred us to

the taboo.

Greenaway has heavily encoded certain elements of the

fiLm to act as signifiers which impart meani-ng over and above

(or perhaps I should say below) the surface têxt of diners and

lovers in a fashionable restaurant. Two of the most freighted



are colour and names. However, decor (nise-en-scène) ,l
costumes and the proalretic code (Barthes's code of actíons )

also play a significant role Loward this end. Colour, perhaps

the most readily apparent of these semiotic elements, is

íntended by creenaway in fact to be the f ilm's chief

structural device:

In Drowning by Nunbers, there is a number

structure; in A Zed and Two Nouqhts an alphabet

one; whereas The Draughtsnan's Contract is very

much about the 13 drawings.

What I wanted to do with The Cook, the lhief was

find some other discipline which would heLp to

complement the narrative, but which would obviougly

have associations with what I have been trying to

do, These things do have to be related (creenaway/

McFarlane 68 ) .

Each room in the film has a specific dominant colour

associated with it and each colour is indeed relatêd, as this

investigation will shorv, to what creenaway ís "trying to dorl

in the film. The dining room, the 'rcarni.vorous, blood-

covered, violent area of the restaurant,rr is red; the

I In this chaptex I will be concentratj.ng on the aspects
of nise-en-scène whj.ch incLude set design, props and
furnishings since Greenäway's use of framing, also part of
nise-en-scènef was discussed in Chapter One. His technique
for framing shots is best summed up in hís comment, "My
framing is deliberately related to the Renaissance sense of a
framed space / an organized space, a space which is
deliberately selected i.n order to make use of compositionrl
( Greenaway/McFar 1anê 68 ) .
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Lavatories ate a dazzling white; Michael's book depository is
golden like the gilt-edged pages and spines of his booksi the

chíldren's hospital is yellow "which represents the yolk of an

egg, the colour of maternity, the colour of children in some

sensesi " the kitchen, the site of cooking and sex--both

creative acts--j.s green, 'rthe colour of safety, the colour of

the metaphorical jungle from which a1t the food of the world

ultimately comes" (creenaway/McFar lane 68).

Not surprisingly, Greenawayrs ambitions regarding the usê

of colour Ln The CooR, The Thief deríve from painting:

In 2oth-century painting, colour has become very

disassociated from content. There is the famous

anecdote about the young man who went up to

Picasso, who was painting a landscape, and asked,

"Why are you painting the sky red?" Picasso rather

facetiously replied that he had run out of blue

paint.

Givên the break-up of colour and content, colour

became free to do anything. Largêly that meant

colour became merely decorative, pretty. In

Vênetian art, there is the example of painters Like

Titian and cêorgiani where colour became almost thê

sole organizing principle. Those sorts of
potentials seem to have been lost. I want to bring

colour back, to use j.t as a structural device, not



merely as a decorative one ( Gre enaway/HcFar lane

68).

The use of colour is foregrounded at the beginning of the film
before they even enter the restaurant when ÀIbert and Georgina

argue in the parking fot over whether her dress is black or

blue. Since the colours of the parking lot itsel-f are bLack

and blue--the colours of nÍght--it is difficult to say v¡ho is
correcti what is significant in this exchange is the aLlusion

to the mutabilíty of the costume colours. They change

depending upon which room they are in--especially Georginars--

as a kind of adjunct or thematic extension of the rooms I

colours: Àlbert's sash and shirt, green in the green kitchen,

become red in the dÍning room; Georgina's bLue dress becomes

\,¡hite in the stark white of the washroom.

The kítchen is the best place to begin a discussion of

the use of the five encoded elements since they are all
visible there at thê beginning of the film. creenaway

describes the kitchen in the screenplay thus:

The predominant colour of the kítchen--its wa11s,

cupboards, floor, shelves--with all thê ancilliary
rooms--pantries, larders, cold stores and scul-

Ieries, is green--Hooker's dark green, Iêafgreên,

emerald, faded turquoise, and eau-de-ni 1e-- l ikê thê

colours of a dark wet jungle.

The kitchen is echoic and resonant--the acoustics

are like those of a cathedral.
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The store of pots ¡ pans and utensils is
cons ider able - - hundxeds of saucepans, tadles,
spoons, sieves, cullenders etc; aI1 shiníng a dulL

siLver or else enamelled in shades of green. The

equipment is well looked after, though by no means

newly bought. The waLls are variously painted with
green matt distemper and with green fat-resistant
gloss paints, Àt one time, the walls were piercêd

with wíndows and doors--now blocked up and

plasterêd over--the faint marks of their previous

exístence indicated by the differênt reflective
values of the green paint. The fLoor is variously

covered in dulL green ceramic tiles and wÍth shabby

but welL-scrubbed green linoleum. Set high up in
the walls--and just visÍble in the far-off high

ceiling--there are eight large revolving extractor-
fans--1ike gigantic aírcraft prope l lers--made in
dul-1 silver, miLled metal. Parts of thê kitchen

may suggest the aircraft industry of the

1940's ( Screenplay 15 ) .

In the first scene in the kitchen the pasty-faced young

potscrubber, Pup, a boy soprano dressed in white, sings thê

51st Psalm over his steâming dishwater. His employer the

Cook, al-so garbed exclusively and unchangingLy in white,

ceremoniously recites the names of elegânt French dishes as he

lights each of the candles held by Spica'Ë company after the
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power has been cut by thê abortive liqhtj_ng up of the "Spica
& Boarst" sign. Each name is dutifuLly repeated antiphonally
by Àlbert, as in a church litany. À large cathedral window is
prominently featured in the long v¿a1t of the kitchên, the
visual complement to the cathedral-Iike acoustics Greenaway

describes. ÀSditionalIy, at the rear of the kitchen near the

entrance to the parking lot there is a stained glass or etched

window reminíscent of church architecture, These things are
j.ncongruous with our anticipated reading of the kitchen as a
kitchen; they are cracks in the patina of thê surface logíc of
the text. "If a metaphor seems to suppress its j.mplications,

we shall catch at that metaphor. We shaII follow its
adventures through the text and see the text coming undonê as

a structure of concealment. .r' says Gayatri Chakravorty

Spivak, Derrida's interpreter, j.n her preface to Of

GrannatoLogy (lxxv),2 thi" j.eads us to "dismant:¿e ldécon-
struirel the mètaphysical and rhetorical structures which are

at r^/ork in lthe text], not in order to reject or discard them,

but to reinscribe them in another way" (lxxv). t^that we have

begun to reinscribe the kitchen as is a church in whích pup is
no longer mereLy a Dickensian orphan but a choir boy and the

Cook, Richard Borst,3 is a priest. LookÍng for furthêr

2 Subsequent references to Of Grannato|ogy are dêÉignatêd

3 Th" "orre.t spelli-ng of Borstrs name, His name appearsin the film onl.y as "Boarst," the misspelling in the neonsign, and subsequently appears as such in a number of reviews
and interviev¿s,
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"signs of a church in the kitchen, of a conceafed church and

of a prÍest ín that church, we observe the followj-ng: the Cook

performs a charitable act by coming to the aid of Roy, the

beleaguered victim of Spica's wrath in the parking 1ot. He is
petitioned priest-Iike three times in succession by ceorgina

for help in getting revenge on Albert. In a cloistered part

of the kitchen he offers the lovers the bakery pantry to hide

in, drawing the curtain down in front of the pantry as a

curtain hides an altar and juxtaposing the twin Christian

symbols of b¡ead and flesh.

It is becoming evident that Greena\,¡ay is offering us a

supplemental text, a meaning below the topographicaL text of

a Cook commanding his staff in the kitchen of a large

restaurant. The elements of colour, nise-en-scène, the pro-

airetíc code, etc. operate as signs, and for Derrida "The sign

marks a p.l-ace of difference" (Spivak, oGxvi). Thus the words

spoken by the Cook during the liqhting of the candles are both

menu and liturgy: one or the other or both. The relation
between these possibilitíes is what Ðerrída terms

"differance, " a presence constituted by "difference'r and

"deferment" which makes possibLe thê supplement, "The sign

must be studied 'under erasure,' always already inhabited by

the trace of another sign v¡hich never appears as suchrl

(Spivak, oG xxxj-x). Thus the presence of the church is an

alterity that is effaced yet Legible, written over by the

topographical text: j-n the kitchen of the Hollandais there is
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never overtly or actually a church; the Cook never actually
appears as a priest or is spoken of or referred to as one; and

the antiphonal namíng of the dishes is not regarded by anyone

in the HolLandaís as a litany. Yet the traces of all these

things are present in the kitchenr

Such is thê strange 'being' of the the sign: half
of it always Inot there' and the other half always

'not that.' The structure of the sign is determined

by that trace or track of that other which is
f orever absent. . Derrida's Þa€ is the maïk

of the absence of a presence, an always already

absent present. . ." (Spivak, OG xvil-xviíi).
Suppl-ementar i ty is the play of presence and absence (Oc 244).

The play of signs then, signifiers which hold the

possibility of differance, are what we become aferted to in
the kitchen at the beginning of the film. Yet the play of
presence and absence there continues beyond the supplement of

the church. The anomaly of naked Lovers hiding in the kitchen

of a busy resLaurant is another aporia t¡e catch at. Michael

and Georgina take refuge in varíous areas of a kitchen where

spectacular hêaps of fruít, vegetables, birds and fish speak

of the pÌenitude of nature--a first and perfect garden. In

this fecund domain the Cook, in his role of ing¡énieur of thêir
trysts, r"¡atches over thê lovers who are naked and unashamed in
hisÞ='êdlÉ-ekitchen. God-Iike he singles out the lovers and

pairs them before they meet by brÍnging them the same
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complimentary dishes from hÍs kitchen, The Cook provide6

their saLvation by engineering their escape from Albert. Thê

lovers are expeLl-ed from ParadÍse (and once they are found out

they want their clothes), and, like Àdam and Eve, the

expulsion sets them on the path toward imminent death. This

supplement of the Garden of Eden could be viewed as both the

religious antecedent to the church already under erasure and

as the presence of an absent ancient past.

Borst is a blundering ProvÍdence, however, not an

omniscient one. He seaLs the fate of the lovers when he

authorizes the affair by offering them the bakery pantry on

their first foray into the kitchen. Às he closes the door of

the wire cage a shadowy grid of prj.son bars appears on the

wall behind them. Drawing a curtain down in front of them he

is now also Cupid in his complicity in this romance--a

somewhat blind one since he does not see vrhat he has done.{

Humphrey TonkÍn points out that there was a rrstrong tradition
associated with the courts of loverr which depicted Cupid as

"reasonable, disnified, and often mercifulr' (t07 1, qualities

certainly not incompatible with the Cookrs nature. Greenaway

parodies mythology here, making his Cupj.d paradoxically both

providential- and blind. The impLj.cation of the Roman nyth-

ological figure is not without significance, as a continuêd

investigation of supplementarÍty wj.11 show.

{ Depictions
varied. He may be
either threatening

of Cupid throughout history have been
bIind, blind-folded, or a1I-seej-ng, and

or benevolent (Hamilton 201).



So far the signs under erasure have involved colour,

action, decor and to some extent costume (the \,/hite of the

JDir€ and E!Þå=le@ the nakedness of ÞÈ€úandlÞ,d). The use

of the fifth signifier--names--is also introduced in the

kitchen. The investigation of the ímportance of names and

their associated connotations is fully developed by Barthes

through his "semíc codett in S/2. Pursuing the idea of names

as a sígn Ln The Cook, The Thief ít is impossible to disregard

the anagrammatic rearrangement on one occasion of Spica's name

in the iIl-fated neon kitchen sign (a literal sígn) to read

"Aspic & Boarst. " "Àspic" is thê jeIIy of meat juice or

tomato juice that is used as a mold in which various foods are

set. Aspic is also, howevêr, the poetic usêagê of asp, a

poisonous snake.' Like the traces of the church in thê

kítchen, the anagrammatj.c mj.x-up is an instance of "the

differance which opens appearance tL'apparaltref and

signification't (oG 65), the "eruption \,/hich breaks the secret

of the proper namesrt (113). It is thê "catastrophe" which

"opens the pl-ay of the supplement because it inscribes local
difference" (260). Às such the sign in the kitchen (anothêr

neon simuLacrum) is the first Índicator that the Serpent is
present in the garden. Indeed, when Spica enters the dining

room aftêr having bêen on the prowl- for Georgina, the kitchen

5 A" in, for example, Geoffrey Bj.ckerstethrs translation
of Dante's Divine Conedy2 "With bright green hydras were theygirt; instead/ of hair they had smalI serpents: and, with
these,/ horned aspics dj.d their savâge temples þraid" lHe11,íx, 40-42) .
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appears through the enormous doors behind him as a great

smoking cavern: Paradise Lost once he has been meddlinq ín it.
The Serpent overruns this Garden (the cook's price, perhaps,

for collaborating with the Thief), and ít is he, not God, who

drives the lovers out. Thus 'raspic" becornes a typicaL

Greenaway jeux de not, a syllepsis whereby it is both a

constituent of, Albert's semic code as welL as a food

constituent, referred to, appropriately, in the kitchen.

For Derrida, the proper name rrbecomes an appellation only

to the extent that it may inscribe itself within a figuration"
(OG 89). Deconstructed as "Aspic" ÀIbert's surname does

indeed inscribe itself within a figuration thât gives it
meaning--the already estabLished supplement of Christian
symbols and history, Inherent in that supplemgnt, of which

AIbert is now a signÍficant part, is the basic symbolic binary

of good and evil, Greenaway, who has saíd rrcharacters for me

have to hold a weight of allegorical and personifying

meaning, " does not apologize for characters who are "ciphers"
( Greenaway/ Rodgfers t4), He confirms that he has indeed

contrived to make ÀLbert a portraÍt of pure evil:
European literature and alL Western cinema have

been full- of evil- parts. But therers always thís
sneaking feeling when êvíI comes aIong, in the

Richard I I I sense I that it is somêthinq to be

secretly admired or envied or is fascinating, I
wanted to creaÈe a character so totally evil that
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you couldn't even Love to hate him He,s a man

who's a fascist, racist, anti-Semitic pÍ9, He

tortures children and bullies lromen. He has no

redeeming fêatures whatsoever (Greenaway/Indiana

r2ol.

Even without its anagrammatic rearrangement, however,

Spicars name merits investigation, For DerrÍda, the proper

namê is always under erasure: "Metaphor shapes and undermines

the proper name. The literal lpropre\ meaning does not exist,
its 'appearance' is a necessary function--and must be analyzed

as such--in the system of differences and metaphorsrr (Oc 89),

In the economy of the film Spica's name is indeed shaped and

undermined by metaphor. It has astronomical and astrological
associations and, by extension, mythological connotations as

weIl. Àstronomy defines as a white star, the 15th in

order of brightness in the sky. creenav¡ay is unquestionably

aware of the name of this star: he assigned it the auspicious

number rr13rr in the Skipping cirl's recitation of the nameB of

one hundred stars in Drowningt by Nunbers. The notion of the

presence of a star is re it e rated/doubled ín The Cook, The

Thief by the presence of a tin star on Pup's kitchen uniform.

In astronomy, Spica is the brightest star--the lucida or prime

star--withín thê constellation knos¡n as Àstraea.

Astraea, which means "starry Goddess, " was the name the

Romans used for both the constellation and zodíacal sign which



eventually became known in astrol-ogy as Virgo (Gettj.ngs 30).6

She is usually depicted as a female figure with a crown of

stars, holding an ear of corn (in which the star Spica is
situated ) .7 Hinckley states that Virgo is always "an

unfortunate, sterile sj-gn" (464). Gettings as well says the

astrological tradition 'rhas almost invariably assocÍated an

unfruitfulness v¡ith Virqo, and this extended to her prime

star . ." (309). In the course of the film Ít ís revealed

that Georgina is inf ertil-e, leaving Albert equally bereft of

progeny--a fact which reduces hj.m to tears and which places

Georgina in the role of Virgo/Astraea to Albert's Spica.

Vírgo's astrological colours are black speckled with blue (the

colours Georgina was introduced in) and she is thought of aE

governíng the digestive system, a connotation certainLy
pertinent to this f i1m.

Ptolemy descríbed the astroloqical character of the star

Spica as "of the nature of Venus conjunct Marsrr (Gettings

309)--a fair assessment of Albert's erotic and âggressive

6 Virgo has some t!¡o dozen goddess names aaaocíated with
her from a variety of ancient cultures. In Egypt one tradition
associated her with Isis, "thê thousand-named goddess, with
the wheat ears in her hand that she afterwards dropped to form
the Milky way, or clasping in her arms the young Horus, the
infant southern sungod, the last of the dívine kíngs. This
very ancient fÍguring reappeared in the MiddLe Ages as the
Virgin Mary with the child Jesus, Shakespeare aLluding to it
in Tj¿u,s Andronicus as the 'Good Boy in Virgo's lap'. . ,"
(Hinckley 462-3),

7 Sor" cultures figured her with a palm branch Ín her
right hand and a wheat sheaf in her left, others with a wheat
sheaf on1y, others still with the êar of corn.
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nature. As it turns out, the reference to Venus and Mars is
apposite to the f il-m. The myth of Venus and Adonís relates
the story of how Venus, smítten by the appearance of handsome

youngf Àdonis, pursued him as her lover untiL he was slain by

a wíId boar whíle hunting one day during her absence. At

least one version of the myth states that it was jeaLous Mars

who changed himself r.nto the boar.8 Venus, upon finding

Adonis dead and lying in a pool of hÍs own bJ.ood, sprinkled it

with "fragrant nectar.I' Soon a flower (an anemone) sprang

from it. The bloom \,¡as short-Lived, however. being buffetted

by the winds. Tradition turned Adonis into a resurrection god

who comes back to life with the rebírth of vegetation.

Greênaway has parodied thís myth in the film by casting

ceorgina as Venus pursuing Michael as her Àdonis, and ÀlbErt

as Mars/the boar. Significantly, the myth is set in a garden,

a Roman paral-l-e1 to our a.Lready establrshed Eden, VenuB is
the Roman goddess of 1ove,9 ."pr"""nting spring, bloom and

beauty; in heraldry, she is identified vJj.th the colour green,

Accordingly, amourous Georgína makes the green and fecund

kitchen her erotj.c domain (where as Venus she is aÌso attended

8 See Barbara Johnson's note 72 on p. 151 of Derrida's
Di s s eni nat ion ,

9 Interestingly, there was a tradition which associated
Venus wíth Virgo (whom vre have also aLrêady established
ceorgina as ) through a resemblance to the SemÍts divinity
Ishtar, the original of both the Àphrodite of Greecê and Roman
Venus (Hínckley 463 ) .
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by the Cook' s Cupid ) .10 In thÍs garden, however, Borst as

cupid j-s not Venus's son (as in the myth) but rather a peer.

Ànd he protests the role of the Boar(st) which Albert casts

him in through the misspelling ín the neon sÍgn. The same

sign which, aLso through a misspell j.ng, provided the

difference which "broke the secret" of Spica's name to reveal

his other identj.ty--the Asp ( ic )--now becomês the punning

instrument of difference which would mak€ Borst/Boarst

Adonis's killer. He is not, of course, responsible for
MlchaeL's murder and he quite rightly protests the

ínsÍnuation; "you spell my name \,¡ithout the À--there are no

pigs in my family. " The irony iË that the allegation of
rrboarrr is tendered by the real boar/boor--and the rêaI kitlêr
of Michael--in the f iIm.

While Àdonis $¡as slaÍn Ín Venus's garden, there is an

additional "garden" connotation associated with him. Àn

ancient cult grew up around the death of the young vegetation
god whereby, ín late summer, urns of rapidty blossoming and

wilting flowers and herbs known as "gardens of Àdonj.s" were

placed at his shrine. These becâme the proverbial expression

for any rapid grov¿th and decay (Hamilton 8). Greenaway

alludes to them when he describes Georginars affair with
Michael as "a hastily grabbed, rushed, diffÍcu1t affair which,

while obviously flourishing, rises and falls in the space of

10 on Georgina's first foray into thê
l.lichaeL, a largê shell is featured on one of
reference to Venus's emergence from the sea.

kitchên with
thê tables, a



four or five days" (Greenaway/McFari.ane 43). The resurrection
aspect of Àdonis is significant since Ít parallels and

prefigures/ as we \,¿ílI see in Chapter Three, Michael as the

risen christ.ll

Of the three charactêrs involved in this myth, Àlbert's
semic code as Mars is the most elaborately conceived and

pervasive one in the fÍIm. It assocíates him with a war-Iike
nature, the col-our red, and in aLchemy with iron.
Accordingly, the blood-red dining room is Àlbert's domain in
the Hollandais. A f i f teenth-century French work entitled The

Kaiendar and Conpost of Shephetds describes the planet Mars

as:

the worst of aL1 others He i6 full of malice,

and ever doíng wrongs, Under Mars are born a1l

thieves and robbers that keep highways and hurt

true men, and nÍght workers, quarr€I pickers,

boasters, and scoffers. Ànd these men of Mars

cause war, murder, and battLe, and will gladly be

smiths or workers on iron, light fingered and liars
. Hê shall be a , shedder of man's bLood, a

Lecher and speaker of ribaLdry and is

11 Morford and Lenardon wríte of the Àdonis-ChrÍst
parallel : " It is possible to detect similarities between
Easter celebrations of the dead and rísen Christ in various
parts of the world and those j.n honor of the dead and risen
Adonis. chrlstianity, too, absorbed and transformed the
ancrent conception of the sorrowing goddess with her lover
dyÍng in her arms to thaÈ of the sad Virgin holding in her lap
her beLoved Sonr' ( 103 ),
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perllous of his hands, And he wLll be rÍch of

other men's goods (MacNeice 56 ) .

It would be difficult to phrase a more eloquent or accurate

descript j.on of Àlbert and his activities.

Having established ÀIbert's Martian connotations, I would

Iike to return briefly to the other Roman figure referred to

earlier--that of Astraea, the goddess of Justice and the Last

of the Immortals to Ieâve the earth. Her flight to the

heavens (where she took her place as the constellation Virgo)

was occasi.oned by her disgust at the violence exh:.bited among

men at the advent of t.he Iron Age. Àccordj.ng1y, Georgína

shuns Albert who Is associated wíth the lron Age through his

Martian aspect, the tin star Pup wears/ his coin-countj.ng at

the table, and the faulty cutlery he acquires. (He is also

the owner of the gun \.¿ith whÍch ceorgina shoots him. ) FÍnal]y
repulsed by Albert's violence, ceorgina Þfli€á becomes the

arbiter of justice in the film when she duly metês out his
punishment, She becomes the ascendant power with Albertrs

band and alI his victims gathered around her; there is nothing

left for Àlbert to do but join her constellation (he has

actualLy always been in her thrall any way). By placing the

power in the hands of the prevarj.cating femai.e at the end of

the film, Greenaway has taken a tropic turn away from his

literary source, a difference between The cook, The Thief and

'Tis Pity She's a lÌhore which will be examined more fully
later.
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The Astraean flgure along with Venus, Àdonís, Mars and

Cupid, aII under the Roman selentty of the parking lot,
comprise the traces which create a supplement of Roman

mytho logy- - anothe r ancíent past to parallel the Chr].stian

on".12 What Greenaway is building ln The Cook, The Thief is
a palimpsest of history, the traces of absent pasts becoming

vÍsible here and there through certain artefacts Ieft behind.

much like the plastêred-over windows and doors and the Iayers

of paint he speaks of in the kitchen. He diÊtinctLy refers to

the notion of a palimpsest in his description: 'rAt one tíme,

the walls were píerced with wíndows and doors--now blocked up

and plastered over--the faint narks of their previous

existence indicated by the different refLective vaLues of the

green paint" I italics added].

For Derrida, the paÌj.npsest is the inevítable outcome of

the work of the trace, which is always ínhabited by an effaced

trace:

IT]hê relationshíp between thê reinscribed text and

the so-called original text is not that of patency

and Iatency, but rather the relationship between

two patimpsests. The 'original' text itself is
that palimpsest on so-ca.LIed 'pre'-texts that the

critic might or might not be able to disclose and

12 ApparentLy The Cook, The Thief is the first film of an
intended trilogy of myths, The second is to be an examination
of the relationshj.p between mother and child based on the
Medea story; the third one wilL be based on ApolIo and Marsyas
(Rodgers L9 ) .
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any original inscription r¡ouId still only be a

trace ( Spivak , Oe Ixxvl.
Doubt.Less Greenaway would embrace Derrida's use of
paintÍng phenomenon of pentinento as an analogy to
palimpsestíc nature of texts:

The thickness of the text thus opens upon the

beyond of a whofe, the nothing or the absolute

outside, through which its depth is at once null
and infinite--infinite in that each of its layers

harbors another layer. The act of reading is thus

anaLogous to those X rays that uncover, concealed

beneath the epídermls of one painting, a second

painting: painted by the same painter or by

another, it makes litt1e difference, who would

himself, for lack of materials or in s€arch of some

new effect, have used the substance of an old

canvas or preserved the frâgment of a first sketch.

Ànd beneath that, etc (Dissenination 357).

Greenaway has placed history under erasure in ?åê Cook, Tha

Thief, an ancient layer of which we have just uncovered.

The figure of Astraea provides an entry into yêt another

layer of the paLimpsest, ho$Iever, one which in fact we had

åIready begun to identify in Chapter one through th€ traces of

the Jacobean stage and the parodic use of sixteenth- and

s event eenth-century paintings. Greenaway has stated: "ff I

use paintings to innovate, I also relate them to sociologieaL

the

the
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and historical factors that dictated the palnting traditions"
(Perlmutter 6l). He does indeed explore these factors in ?åe

Cook, The Thief in what I $/il-1 term the rr Rena i s sance-Baroque "

layer of the palimpsest I a name which should encompass aII the

traces of this 1ayer, from the early s Íxteenth-century
painting references to lhe Caroline drama that comprises the

literary intertext. In this suppLement the figure of Àstraea

is both a literary and polj.ticaL artefact, Milton, who along

wilh Spenser is one of the great Renaissance users of ancient

myth, juxtaposes tov¿ards the end of Book IV of Paradise Lost

Astraea, the "golden Scales" of justice and the Scorpion

(Satan). Critics have made a connection between Àstraea and

Eve in this passage as we11.13 During the Renaissance the

Golden Age was commonLy linked with Eden, the Êame ancient

parallel creenaway has al,ready established:

The goldên age was frequently and inevj.tably

associated with the garden of Eden; the two provide

parallel myths of man's decline from a once-upon-a-

time condj.tion of goodness and happiness.

Classical and Christian story alike represented the

first men as happy and good, living at peacê and in
toiL-free plenty. But the faL1, or the passing of

the ages, brought iron, sin, and r,roê, and force and

fraud into the world (Àptekar 111),

13 See clay Daniel's "Astraea, the
Scorpíon: Milton' s HeavenLy Rêfleetion
Mil-ton Quarterl-y 20.3 ( 1986 ) : 92-98,

Golden Scalês , and the
of the Scene in Eden,"



It is the ancient blnary of happiness and plenty vs. iron and

woe rekínd1ed; Georgina's kitchen idyll and its ínevitable
usurpation by the iron-fisted miscreant of the dining room now

has a new inscríptíon, a Renaj.ssance one, between its ancient

layer and its modern surface.

The most intriguing Renaissance connection between

Astraea and Georgína, however, concerns the deification of

Elizabeth I:

The theme of the classÍcai. Golden Age provided a

political mythology in which Elizabeth was regarded

as the "Astraea" of the Protestant ReformatÍon; the

Protestant I'Christian Emperor" described by Foxe as

the restorer of true religíon. Thus, under Ej-iza-

beth/Astraea, the reformed England represented a

golden age that prefigurèd the new order to be

established by Christ's coming (Hamilton, 72),

Indeed, Astraea became something of a cult during the reign of

Elizabeth I:

The oxford Àristotelían John Case, in hís Sphaera

Civitatis ( 1588 ) , a Latin work based on the

PoJitics, has as a frontispiece an astrological
chart in which the heavenly spherês, each assigned

a particular moral virtue, move around immovable

justice (justitia innobiLis) and the Àstraea-Iike

figure of Elj.zabeth presides ovêr them all. The
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accompanyinçf dedicatorY poem addresses ELizabeth as

the first mover ¡ t.u nobiLe prinun (Dunseath 209).

The notion of justice and order inherent in the Astraean

depiction of English governance was in opposition to another

política1 theory that developed during the Renaissance. A

dichotomy developed, one which in fact Greenaway already

al-luded to when he spoke of the El-izabethans regarding things

Italian as representing "le nachiavé1isne, fe conpfot, 1e

poison, bref Le rnaJ" ( Gree naway/ Ciment 16). Às Tonkin points

out: 'rMachiavelli cast grave doubt on the idea of the universe

ordered around a God-qfiven law, and consequently he also

repudiated the connection between natural law and the law of

nations" (2OI). His pessimj.sm and poJ.itical realism wêre in
direct opposition to the English "renewed hope in the ruler"

whích was supported by the humanÍsts' programme of governmênt

by knowledge (200). Pol-itical philosophy developed along two

opposing lines, the traces of which can be found in the

Hol-landais in Spica, the Italian MachiavelIj.an, and in

ceorgina as the Àstraeân ELizabeth I who is now aLso St,

George, the patron saint of England.

According to Tonkin, it is part of Edmund Spênsêr's

purpose in Books v and VI of. The Faerie Queene (published in
1596) to repudiate Machiavel-1i's ideas,

to reassert the concept of natural order in civí1

society. He approaches thê problem from tv¡o

opposite direcÈions--the role of justice, of the
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enforcement of law, as a means to compel Lhe

balance of socj-ety; and the role of courtesy, of

social harmony, as a peacefully persuasive means

towards social- equilibrium both books are

'antÍ-Machi-avellian' restatements of the inter-
relation between the natural world and those

patterns of conduct derived from it--on the one

hand the 1aw of nations and civil lav¡; on the other

the precepts of courtesy and 'civíI conversationl

(20r).

One of the figures Spenser uses to this end is Astraea

(standing in again of course for Elizabeth), teacher of the

ways of justice to the knight Artegall in Book V.ll

The Faerie Queene is a Renaj-ssance political allegfory

which makes extensive use of the ancient myths as well. The

Cook, The Thief, as \,¡e will see by the end of thís chapter. i.s

a modern political allegory and I beliêvê creenaway, who has

said that hê Ieft school rrcrammed with literature and a

passion for history, " had spenser in mind when he wrote ?åe

Cook, The Thief, perhaps as thê kind of intertextual
inspiratíon that Vermeer was in zoo, a Renaissance mu"".15 In

1l In her study of the íconology of Book V Jane Aptekar
finds that Justice (i.e. Astraea) is commonly depícted holding
a sword. As twent ieth-century Justíce, Georgina correspon-
dingly wiel"ds a morê modern weapon: a gun.

15 He has also said that "If England can claim any
cultural tradition at a]1. it is essentially a literary one"
(Mccamley et a] 11).
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addition to being politíca} allegrories, bot.h works contain the

Astraea figure (a powerful solitary female) as wel"l as the

myth of Venus and Adonis. Renaissance writers associated t.he

Garden of Adonis (the alternate name for the Garden of Venus )

with the same recurring parallel Greenaway employs: Eden and

the colden Aqe. and Eden" $Jere thouqht to be

etymologica]l"y connected (HamiLton 8).

However, true to the conventions of his day, Spenser's

Garden of Venus is a distinctly Renaj.ssance garden; in other

words, he ís concerned with the theme of the rivalry between

art and nature. There was an emphasis upon fínding a

successfu.L collaboration--a bal ance--between the two (Hamilton

324), Like Eden, Spenser's Garden of Venus is a place of

origin:

All thj.ngs from thence doê thêir first being fetch,

And borrow matter whereof they are madei

Whj-ch, whenas forme and feature it doês ketch,

Becomes a body, and doth then invade

The state of life out of the griêsly shade.

That substaunce is eterne, and bideth so;

Ne when the life decayes and forme doês fade,

Doth it consumê and into nothi.ng goe,

But chaunged is, and often altred to and froe.
(III.vi.37)

The seemingly inexhaustible potential of this Garden recalls
the kitchenrs horn-of-p1enÈy larqfesse and its heaps of fish
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and racks of unplucked fowl . Howevêr, a.l-so like the kitchen,

it j.s an orderly bounty, artfully arranged:

Inf].níte shapes of creatures there are bred,

And uncouth formes, which none yet ever knew:

And every sort is in a sondry bed

Sett by it se1fe, and ranckt in comely rew;

Some f j-tt for reasonable sowles trindew;

some made for beasts, some made for birds to weare;

And all the fruittfull spawne of fishês hevt

In endless rancks along enraunged were,

That seemd the ocean could not containe them there.

( I I I . vj-.35 ) .

To further augment his own established kitchen-as-garden

paradigm creenaway parodies this Renaissance convention of

nature that has been organized and balanced with art. Just as

the constltuents of Spenser's garden are "ranckt in comely

rew," Greenawayr s raw ingredients have also made a nature to

culture transition by being shaped and arranged (and lit,) so

that they form a series of still life tableaux. This nature

is not a landscape any more than Spenser's Iiterary garden is,
It is an art garden where nature has already been pLucked and

brought indoors, formed into an artifical Eden that has the

appearance of random bounty and perfect proportion at the same

time.

Ruoff sums up the activity that goes on in Spênsêr's

Garden of Venus: "Here Chaos supplies the raw materials of
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nature I s eternaL fecundity, and Form provides thj.s ra\{

generation and growth with ever-changing individuatÍon and

variatron" (147 ) . Corre spond ing Iy, in ceorgina's and

Michael's garden the Cook also takes the "raw material-s of

nature's eternal fecundity" and fashions them ínto the ever-

changing "individuation and variation'r of his menus (Greenaway

stresses that Borst is an experimental cook). That it is the

goddess of love's garden in which this creative work takes

place is reiterated in the film with marvellous irony when the

Lovemaking in the kitchen is conspicuously intercut wíth the

whetting of knives and the chopping, sIj-cing and dicing of raw

vegetables.

Kenneth Gross points out that Spenser h].mself \{as a

parodist: "Even in cases where there is no obvious mockêry of

a source in his imitation, he tends to appropriate the images

and narratives of prior texts with somêthing of thê

abstracted, ironic freedom of a parodist ." (Hamilton

490). Concerning the tradj.tional episodes of thê Adonis myth,

"The images are not parodic per se, yet w€ are conscious that
they render the source myth with a strang€, revealing mixture

of the sensual, the sentimental, and the prurÍent[ (490),

Thus creena$¡ay parodies both mythology and an earlier
parodj.st.

There is another gfarden-dweller from The Faerie Queene

which Greenaway alludes to with his Iibidinous female

charäcter who indulges in pleasure outside of marriage:
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Acrasia, found in Cantos 10 and 12 of Book lI. Her garden,

unlike the seemíngfy eternal earden of Venus, is destroyed

after the kniçlht cuyon traps her in a net (as Georgina's

garden paradise is eventuafly destroyed). Interestingly,
Àcrasj-a (Iike Ford's Annabella) is associated with incest
(Hami]ton 486). Furthermore she never speaks, reminiscent of

Georgina's completely silent first tryst with Michael and her

subsequent minimal amount of dialogue. Instead her "r¿iles are

exercised through her physical beauty and her artfully
sensuous environment" (Hamj-lton 6),16

Greenaway also parodies Spenser's band of cannibalistic
wiJ.d men, the Salvage men. Consider Albert and his gang, who

make their living as scavengers by extortingf money from

neighbouring restaurant owners like Roy, compared to the

Salvages:

There dwelt a salvage nation, which dj.d live
Of stealth and spoile, and making nightly rode

Into their neighbours borders; ne did give

Them selves to any trade, (as for to drive

The painefull plough, or cattell for to bre€d,

or by adventrous marchandize to thrive, )

But on the labours of poore men to feed,

And serve their owne necessities with others need.

(vI . viii. 35 ) .

16 Nut" the irony of
sensuous environment on

the womên's washroom
the occasion of their
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It calls !o mind the KaLendar' s description of Mars men,

except that the SaLvages are much lazter and seemingLy less

intelligent: Humphrey Tonkin describes them as ,,a whole nation

of. anti-poetic boobs who cannot understand even the

fundamentals of Petrarchan language but insíst on living it
out as though it were real liferr (100-101), a descriptíon

suspiciously reminiscent of ALbert and his cretins in Le

Hollandais r^¡ho are pretenders to a refinement they don't
reaLly comprehend.

ALbert, through his business activities, has an

hj-storical counterpart more real than the fíctional SaIvagê

men, however. Overseas trade developed during the Elizabeth

era, not aII of it Laudable, and commerce became an important

feature of the Renaissance as qold and silver poured in from

the AmerÍcas. During the seventeenth century buccaneers

preyed on Spanish ships and settlements, especially in the

West Indies. Albert is the trace of an absent past as a

modern day pirate who makes his livíng through looting and

extortion. Recall the scene in which Spica's men come to the

dining room on Friday night, ÀLbert is counting money at thê

table when they arrive with their booty of confiscated gold-

plated silverware and extorted cash which they dump out on the

table, Lest anyone miss this connection Greênaway has given

Fitch, one of Àlbert's associates, that most clichéd of
piratic attributes--a peg leg.



It is not diffÍcu]t to see that all of ÀIbert,s brigands,

not just Fitch, have tracês of the seventeenth century in
their appearance, Even íf the audience does not know fashion

history, it is apparent that the men are a parody of the 1614

Hals painting hanging behind their table. Their wide v¡hj.te

lace collars, featured on the fírst day, are "falling bands, "

artefacts from the period 1540 to L670 and the fashion

successor to the ruffs worn ln The Banquet of the Officers,
replacíng them completely by 1645. Bands were commonly worn

wi.th the detachable lace cuffs known as "hand ruffs" which

A1bert and his men aÌso sport on the first day. The broad

silk sashes worn dÍagonal1y across thê chest and sometimes

also around the waist are an exact replica of the seventeenth

century I'baldricks" featured in the HaIs paintÍng, a mílitary
accessory for carrying a sword. Albertrs knee-length

waistcoat has its origins in the seventeenth century, as do

the various cravats, neckscarves, ruffles and jabots worn by

his men. Michaelrs harlequin overcoat is a trace of the

popular sixteenth and seventeenth century Commedia dell'Àrte
stock fÍgure of the har Iequin-costumed tríckster, a comic

prankster. Significantly, the coat is featured just after
Michael has been baiting Albert by posing as â gynecologist

who is pleased to meet ceorgina.

Yet there remain thíngs r{hich can not be explainêd by the

surface text of a group of people dining in a fine French

restaurant each night nor by any of the supplêmenis we have so
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far uncovered--the booming of biq guns ín Lhe distance that we

hear in all the parking lot scenes, for example, or the

capture and torture of Pup the díshwasher. These are

disturbances in the text. "If a metaphor seems to suppress

its implj-cations, we shaLL catch at that metaphor. We shall
folIo!¡ its adventures through the text and see thê text coming

undone as a structure of concealment . ,' (spivak, Oe

Ixxv). Using these inconc i L ibiJ ja--thes e instances of

difference--as a "positive Lever," as a brícoleur's tool, vre

are able to take these rrunresolvable contradictions" and see

how they are made "sometimes to work in one way and sometÍmes

in another" (Spivak, OG lxxv). It is only throuqh examíning

this differance that \ìre can make sense of these seemi.ngty

aberrant entries in the film.
To begin with Pup, we read in the surface text that he is

a dishwasher in the kitchen of the Hol-landais, In a sup-

plementary reading he ís also established as a choirboy in the

Cook's cathedral Howêver, he aLso pêrforms the role of aIIy
to the lovers t¡ho have fled from a fascist tyrant, the go-

between dispatched by the French chef from his homê base to

help sustain the secreted pair of innocents. Travelling
alone, under cover of night, he Ís cauqht and tortured. The

man who sent him on this mission, his superior, the Cook

reports: "He said he toLd them nothing and I believe him."

The referential code here is: detainment, silence,
partísanship, tor-Lure--a connotation irreeoneílable wíth any



of the exÍsting J-ayers of the palimpsest uncovered in the

fíIm. It must therefore necessarily be the evidence of yet

another secondary text. The boomíng of distant guns ín the

parking lot and the blood-red of the dining room now falI into
lj.ne as signifiers which complement Pup's role of the tortured
younq ResÍstance \,¡orker. The jarring of the text by pup's

tertiary rote has allowed WorId War II to shov, through, a

perfect example of the Derridean supplement wherein "Something

promises j-tself as Ít escapes, gives itself as it moves away,

and strictly speakíng it cannot even be called a presence', (OG

154).

Looking at the history under erasure here, one might now

view the film thus: Michael, a Jew (in Àlbert's eyes) and an

intellectual, is persecutêd by A1bert Spica, an anti-Semitic

ÞEsK tyrant and aggressor who presides over a personal band

-z*** of lackêys, in Le ÞÈ*áais restaurant decorated with

Þd art. Servlng staff in Ebl++d uniforms Þ€€ådJéili
march wordlessly back and forth between the ,M. Cook's

domain andÞe€ spica's red -('arÈ# realm Þ@
Georgina should have been able to seek -ãs€*lú rêfuge from

Albert in t helFdåd v¡h i t eJG+'hÉrñ territory of the washroom

butheinvadesit,il1êgal1ybyaI1theaccepted@.
social codes. ceorgina>fif-is allied with Michael ghÊ-+€¡É whom

Albert hates and vows to eradicate. outside the Hollandais,

two -¡ryps+- drivers silently await their fate in the vag€€f
trucks of decaying meat and fish that belong to Àlbert, Thê
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J.overs are drj.ven away in the putrefying meat Ì*tffitruck.
Pup, the I j.aison between the f ugitives ,a-*+i{ and his French

EÊ|sjsf@ base and who wore a tin star ÞÞÐ|€ÎÆL on his
kitchen uniform, is caught by ALbert and tortured. Michael is
slaughtered in hrs ]EË.æt@ book depository. Big guns

boom outside the restaurant and barking f eral 3þgÞ€td7
scavenge in the parking 1ot--another >ÍãiÍ= zone where víolence

is done to people: Roy, Georgina, and Pup are beaten and

humiliated at various times in the parking 1ot.

The reveaLrnq of this layer of the palimpsest--Vlestern

Europe durÍng World War II--i1lumínates a number of

connotatlve and symbolic associations which had previously

been puzzLing (one of them beíng Greenawayr s strange allusion
to "the aj.rcraft industry of the 1940s" in his description of

the kltchen), The sem:.c code of the truck futl of rotting
meat is: death, fIesh, horror. The image of the lovers

struggling against being forced into it sets off a connotative

chain which recal-Is other filmic images of death camp victims
being rounded up and forced Ínto trucks and cattle cars. The

symbolrc colour choices of the golden glow of thê

íntellectual's haven and the cold white neutrality of the

washroom are now elucidated. Colour is that structuralist
simulacrum here which has made 'rsomething appear which

17 Th"=" same dogs are present durì.ng the attack on Pup
which takes place at the base of the scaffoldinq, below the
plateau on which the rest of thê film takês place, suggesting
thc nethcr region of heII. Therê the chthonic dogs are an
incarnation of Cerberus, the hellhound of Roman mythology,
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remained invísible or, if one prefers, unintelligíble ín the

natural object" (Barthes, Criticai Essays 2I5).

The semic connotatíons of the names in thj.s supplement

are allegorical, nuch l- j-ke Spenser's in The Faerie Queene.

ceorgina (frequently caLled Georgie by AIbert), atlied with

both the French and the Jew against the fascíst threat,

reprj.ses her eponymous English role ín this geopoll-ticaI

cosmos now as both St. ceorge (patron saint of EngLand) and

George VI, King of England during World S¡ar II. Spica,

already the embodiment of Machiavellian impulses and of evil
incarnate via the early deconstruction of his surname¡ now

takes on the doppelganger of Hítlerian megalonania in the

blood red dining room, the site of cruelty and barbaric

consumption. when Àlbertrs thugs arrive at the restaurant

with the 300 settings of gold-plated flatware they have seized

and dump it out on the table for him to admire, it recalls not

only piracy but also the Nazi plunderi.ng of Europe's art
treasures during Wor1d War II.

Àlbert is a poor judge of quality, however: the tablewar€

ultimately proves to be worthless. Interestingly, crêenaway

has pointed out that coering, Goebbels and others were also a

poor judge of authenticityr they bought a number of fake

Vermeers by the great Vermeer forger Van Meegeren (believing

them to be real- ) towards the end of the war (Ciment 1986, 33).

The bis joke, to creenaway, is that thê paintings in question

barely resemble Vermeers / thus proving that the Nazi e1íte hâd
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a bad coLlectíve eye indeed. (Van Meegeren has become a

perennl-al figure in Greenaway's films. ) AdditionaLly, AIbert
is like these wouLd-be aesthetes in his declaring hímself to
be an artist. The 1992 German documentary ArchJ.tecture ot
DooÆ showed that al] the top leaders of the Third Reich were

united by their int.erest in art. Like Hitler many of them

were amateur artists; like hopelessly mediocre Albêrt, they

aJ.1 aspired to a greater aesthetics than they were capable of.
ÀLbert may have received his Christian name from Àtbert Speer

v¡ho in addition to being Hitler's chief architect was aLso

"Minister of Àrmaments and. War Production for the Third

Reich, a suitable modern incarnation of Albert's established

Martian code,

Albert as an ItalÍan 1ínked \,ríth fascism rêiteratea--i.n
fact fulfills--a previous attempt by creenaway to personify

the same theme ín The BeLly of an Architect. He describes the

connotatj-ons Rome holds for him concerning the subject of
povJer :

Rome, both in the ancient empire and certainly in
the Second WorLd War, was the home of fascísm,

ULtimate power, ultimate narcissism, personified in
someone like Mussolini, taken to extremes And

that Roman power and glory and might and

narc j- ss j-sm--and the political ideas taken to

extremes--were aLl part of v¡hat l¡as reprêsented by

Storely Isic] Kracklite, thê architeet who eomes
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from chicago, which Upton Sinclair described as the

city of blood, meat/ and money. Those descriptions
can perhaps be used for Rome , too (Greenaway/

Rodgers 17 ) .

Àlbêrt Spica actualJ"y embodies this narcissism and lust for
power much more clearly than Stourley Kracklite did. Ànd, as

already noted in Chapter One, Greenaway told Gary Indiana that

he v¡as inspíred to make The Cook, The Thief by bêing on

Location in Rome,

Van Wert states in hís review that Greenaway chose the

first names of the characters according to the names of the

actors whom he originally wanted for thosê roles: Albert
Finney, Michael Gambon and ceorgina Hale. Of the three, only

cambon ended up in the film and in the role of the Thief, not

the Lover. However he aLso states that Vanessa Redgrave was

consÍdered for the role, a fact which Ronald Bergan's

conversation with Greenaway confirms. In any case, it seems

inconceivable to me that Greenaway, a master at manipulating

semíot1c devices/ v¡ould employ such a serendipitous method of

choosing names, potentiaLly throwing away the opportunity that
names âfford through the semic code, As Van Wert himself

notes, naming is foregrounded Ín the film:
Characters name other characters as though branding

them, using the names obsessively and repetitively
throughout the film. Albert calls his cook

Richard, Richie, Ricky, Boâr s t --changing the nam€s



to taunt the cook, to strip him of hís Frenchness

and refinement. Boarst meanwhile says Mr. Spíca"

at the end of every sentence directed to Àlbert;
the formality of last name-caLling is the cookrs

way of holding the gangster in utter contempt.

Georgina warns Michael- never to call her ceorgfie,

and, while he rarely uses her name, excêpt to thank

Spica for gíving the name to him, ceorgina uses

Michael's name obsessívely once she }earns it.
Greenaway's earlier films also employ this
obsessive name-calLing, but in The Cook the device

feels orchestral, sweIls to high theatricality,
emphasizes the artificiality of the narratÍve (Van

wert 43 ) .

Names are spelled out in neon, used as signifiers, used as

v/eapons, used as tokens of desíre, Food is named: Àlbert's
clambering after arj-stocratic airs manifests itself in his
continual naming of the elegant French dishes as j.f the words

al-one could alLow him to imbj.be of th€ir prestigious cachet,

a synecdoche for the cLass he wíshes to acquire. Evên the

name of the f j.lm is about naming: "The Cook, The Thief, His

Wife & Her Lover: thè very title implies all cooks, all
thieves, all \,¿ives, all- Iovers. ft's like Chaucer's

canterbury TaLes, the so-and-sors talê, the so-and-sors tale,
and the so-and-so's tale 'r (Greenaway/Rodgers 14 ). As



Barthes saíd, 'r fhe Kidnappi¡g refers to every kidnapping ever

written" ( S/Z 20).

Albert uses the act of naming to Ínvest hímseIf with
power/ to belittle, intímidate, and control. Clearing the

dinj.ng room to make room for the floor show, he empties a soup

tureen over a protesting customer's head call-ing him 'rnaughty

little WillÍe, tiny little Wj.llie.'r When he arrives in the

parking Iot at the beginníng to humiliate the unfortunate Roy

he establishes the axis of power with names: "This is my wj.f e

ceorgina Spica--she has a heart of qfold and a body to
match.,.and I am Albert Spica and I have a heart of gold änd

a great deal of money to match--and you are Roy who has

absolutely nothing--except vJhat you owe me."

I'To name is to sub jectrr says Barthes, "and the more

generic the nominatj.on the stronger the subjectiont' (S/Z L301,

In fact, subjection i-s what Àlbert's entire discourse is
about . His diatribes dominate the film, He hectors,

rídicul-es and insults Georgina and his men, is Ínsolent to the

Cook and vitriolic toward al1 those whom his xenophobia finds

repugnant. Even Borst ís dangerously close to failing to meet

Àl-bert's Wasp strÍctures. Spica threatens him with "You're a

foreigner--you r./ouldn't last long around here." ÀIbert is
both a satirê of Phj.lístine mediocrity (Le Hollandais j.s hís
j.dea of a rarefied French namê ) and an exaggerated antithesis
of aIl- that is politícaIly corrêct. His speech is largely
rhetoricaL as he expounds at Length on his favorite subjects;
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food, sex and eLlmÍnatíon. The Senecan ranting, which became

Jacobean, wj.th ÀlberL becomes Menj-ppean:

Henry, put that cigarette out--do you mínd 1f I eat

whílst you smoke? Gordon choked on a cigarette
whilst he was eating--burnt his epiglottis...
that's ríght, Mitchel--you've got one--and you

don't keep it in your trousers. And don't put the

orange-rind on the edge of your plate--it's meant

to be there you dolt. What you've got to reaLise

is that a clever cook puts unlikely things

together--duck and oranges, for example, or

pineapple and ham--itrs called "artistry". I'm an

artist the way I combine my business and my

pleasure. Moneyrs my business, eating's my

pleasure...and Georgie's my pleasure too--arentt
you Georgie?--though in a more private kind of way

than stuffing the mouth and feeding the sewers--

though the pleasures are related, Because the

naughty bits and the dirty bits are so close

together, it just goes to show you how sex and

eating are related. I want one of those hot damp

towers--served to me with tongs. Richard I

Georgiers naughty bits are nicely related--aren't
they, Georgíe? (Screenplay 23 ) .

Indiana describes hím as having the rrhypnotic fascination
highway accidentrr ( creenaway/ I ndiana 120 ).

Gar y
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The wielding of the Thief's free, unchaLlenged discourse
and hís expressions of desire for Georgina, food and power

make it appear, on the surface. as though male des].re is
priviLeged in the fitm. In spite of this, however, ÀIbert
Spica, like Älbert Speer, j_s merely a would-be master builder.
Both are powerful in their common role of aggressor (Speer as

Chief of Armaments, Spica as the Thief) yêt both uttimately
fail- in their coveted inner objectified roles: Speer designed

buildings, indeed entire cities, whÍch were never built while

Spica, even âfter having purchased his own French restaurant,
fails to acquire the aristoctatíc bon Ëon he so desperately

wants. In spíte of a discourse that makes him appear as if he

is in control, Àlbert is actually frustrated more often than

not in his undertakings. His "Spica & Boarst" sign (with its
misspelling) short círcuits the power. Thê table manners of
his men are a constant source of irritation to hj.m, their
behavior a sign of their collectj.ve cretinism he is unable to
erase. The floor show put on for Terry Fitch is a faíIure
even though Albert turns the restaurant upside down to stage

it, Even his 300 fancy table settings fall apart in the

dj.shwater. His disappointment reaches its apex however wh€n

he discovers he has been cuckolded "by a bloody book-keeper. "
Àlbert's professed pleasure s --eat ing and Georgie--elude him on

both counts and ceorgina, whom he can't even keep at the

table, is the larger of the two d i sappo intmênts .



It is ceorgina who alLows us to see through ALbert and

the surface text of his discourse, one which carries alt the

sign6 of rampant maJ-e desire but which is, as it turns out, an

appearance only; v¿e learn from Georgina's monoLogue after
MÍchael's death that Albertrs verbal lust does not translate
into action: "He wasn't interested in sex with me. I don't
think he l-ikes sex with any women,'r Greenaway describes him

as

much more interested in the lavatory than thê

bedroom. He constantly refers to defecation; he's

obsessed wj.th keeping hÍs hands clean; when he goes

into a public toilet he pretends there's graffiti
on the \,ralls when there isn't any. This is all
symptomatic of a very adolescent, stunted, twisted

sexualíty (creenaway/Indiana 121 ).

Looking at hím through a Freudian modeI, one sees that Àlbert
lives in a secondary reaLm wherein only veiled signifiêrs of

the real desires operate, taking the place of recognizing and

acting upon the real drives of thê primary, Discourse takes

the place of intercourse for Àlbert. He lives in a p€rpêtual

prurient oraL fantasy,

This false male hêgemony, al-though it appears to hold

sway throughout the fiIm, is unequivocally upsêt and repLaced

at the end by the repressed female when creênaway gives the

power to Georgina. By making the femaLe the victor, creenaway

takes a tropic turn away from his literary source; in 'Tis
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Pity She's a l'lhore, male power does remain hegemonous and

Annabel-Ia falls prey to the vanlty of not one but two men.

But as we have come to see, the seemingly privileged male

binary of the monologic all-powerful mal-e Ln The CooR, The

Thief ís undermíned; consequent.Ly, even before she frees

herself finally and physíca11y from ÀIbert, ceorgína has been

enjoying the upper hand. In the first p1ace, she has aLways

ruled À1bert emotionally, an aLways-alrêady Astraea; he is
completely in thrall to her. (One Renaissance depiction of

Mars shows him chained to the throne of Venus. )18 Even morê

ironic however ís the fact that, of the tv¡o, Georgina is the

one whose sexual desire ls fuLfiIled. She uses the space in
the restaurant--AIbertrs restaurant--as an unLi.mited erotic
domain in which to conduct her affair (and she is very much in
charge of her own affair), atl the $rhj.le humiLiating A1bêrt,

"doing it under his nose" as she says. In this Greenaway

turns away from Ford's depiction of women evên before the

flnal female triumph at the end. 'Tis pity She's a ylhore is
very much about Giovanni's dilemma--his desire and his
fulfillment. Ànnabella j.s littIe more than the propêrty of

three men: her father, Soranzo, and her brother. Greenaway's

aim in empowering Georgina the way he does is to move away

from what he feels is the too-prevalent role of the merely

decorative woman in contemporary film:

18 See Edgar Wind., Pagan Mysteries of the RenaissaÌlÕe, p,
89 and pl-ate 77.



In my f j.lms the femaLe is often the major organizer
of events I very much against the contemporary usê

of females as passive objects or at best as

catalysts of male behavior. In this fitm all the

male characters are the same in the beginning as

they are at the end. It's the woman who makes the

journey. There are intimations quj.te early on,

when she corrects his bad French, that there's a

spirj.t of rebellion deep down Ultimately,
through this love affa].r, this lust affair, she

finds the strength and the vocabulary to create a

rebelLion and finally destroy the husband

( Greenaway/ Indiana 121).

1t is of course an ironic victoryi the triumph of defeating

ALbert is made somewhat hollow by the fact that shê has lost
Michae I .

There is nothing feminine about the way Greenaway's women

use their power. The three CÍssie Colpittses ín Drowning By

Nunbers each drowned their husbands and then the coroner.

Georgina dispatches ÀIbert with a bull-et to the head from his

own gun, Ðevising a punishment more horrible than even Àlbert
would have come up with (cannibalism), she moves beyond her

Queen-woman Justitia role and becomes, l j.ke Mme de tanty ín

S/2, "the castrating woman, endowed with all the halLucinatory

attributes of the Father: power, fascination, instituting
authority, terror, power to castrate" (36). Georgina becomes
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the al-ways-afready masculíne substant].ve of her name. Luring

her prey to the Hollandais one last time, she traps and

dispatches À]bert, dressed in a black costume that resembles

a spider's web.l9 H"r fina] incarnation, then, is not only

Àstraea but aLso a black widow--the species that kilIs its
mate (a biological- anomaLy atypical of female bahavior). She

aLso v/ears a neck ruff of black feathers, recalling a crow or

some other carrion bird.20 Georgina's outrageous nodus

operandi of revenge defíes any notion of the ending being a

simple summation of the inevitable moral triumph of right over

wrong I of Elizabethan good governance beating out

machiavel-Iian nastiness, of the film as tidy moral fable:

.I wanted to use cannibalism not only as a literal
event but in the metaphorical sense, that in the

consumer society¡ once werve stuffed the whole

vrorl-d into our mouths, ultimately wêrIÌ end up

eating ourselves. The film is intended as an

allegorical consideration of what cannibalism

means, as well as being a literal event

( creenaway/ Indiâna 121).

The provocation of the ending has to do with Greenaway's very

speci.f íc fin-de-siècJe concerns, whích are discussed in the

next chapter.

l9 À= such she aLso recarrs
mythological f igure .

20 Thí" ruff is identieal to oRe
by Delphine Seyrig Ln Last Year at

Arachne, another Roman

\,¡orn, with å black cloak,
Marienbad,



The binary of dominance and repressionr prêsent through-
out history/ may be seen j.n the fitm by following discourse as

a sign through the text. ,'All dominance begÍns by prohibiting
language" says Barthes (S/Z 68). Looking at how much (or

rather¿ how little) others speak in comparison to Albert, it
becomes evident that Greenaway has set up a binary of

discourse vs. silence in The CooR, The Thief, one which he

ironically has Àlbert refer to on one occasion when Georqina

Ieaves the table : "Don't be long, Georgie. You're so

talkative tonight we couldnrt stand the silence without you, "

The lovers, \,¿ho in fLagrante deLecto are the most

susceptibLe to Albert's wrath, are the most conspicuousJ.y

silent. Their first communication, whÍch occurs in the dining

room--Albert's domain, is through l-ooking only--a gaze. Even

after they begin their affair, their subsequent encounters in
the dinínq room continue to consist only of lookíng, except

during the verbal Íntervention of Àlbert's ',introductions"
when they speak only in ironies. When A1bert, who abhors

reading (a silent discourse), launches a verbaL assauLt on him

for reading in the dj-ning room, Michael remaj.ns silent.
Michael and Georgina meet outside the washroom and propositj.on

each other wordlessly twice before embarking on the affair.
Their first tryst, in the washroom, is wordless. In fact, the

importance of silence is foregrounded there--it is the thing
that saves them. On their first foray into the kitchen

Georgina approaches the Coök íor å hiding place, making her
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request so.Iel_y through a look. ?he Cook responds by offeríng
them the bread pantry withoul a single word beinq exchanged.

The srlence of the Lovers is foregrounded by Michael during

their tryst after they have been introduced by Albert: "So--he

has broken the silence for us..,and your name is Georgina?"

In an ironÍc comment that is s e lf - r e f e r ent 1a I to himself as a

cinematic character Michael says, 'rI once saw a f j.lm where the

main character didn't speak for the first half an hour. " They

begin to speak to each other more once they have fled the

restaurant and taken refuge away from À1bert in Michael's book

deposítory. others in the film also f al-l- under the rubric of
repressed dlscourse: Roy, Àlbert's victim who never utters a

word, the uniformed serving staff who silently carry out

orders, and the virtually silent kitchen staff who protest

either j-naudibly or unintellj.gibly when Albert ruins their
work. They are commanded by the Cook to look after Roy with
nothing more than a h¡ave of his arm.

Borst is in a kind of middle ground in this polarization
of discourse, a phenomenon that reflects his ro1ê of
intercessor between ALbert and Geotgina. When the Cook does

speak to Albert it is frequently ironic and at Àlbert,s
expense; the anti-poetj-c boob usually fails to see how he has

been insulted. When Borst says to him, rrDo up the third
button of your expensive jacket, Mr. Spica--you'11 feel less

empty inside, Mr. Spica," Albert simply stares at him and then

walks away.
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The staff in the kitchen of thrs frne French restaurant
are a curiosity. The prominently featured half-naked saucier
wl.th the Long pony-tarI is something v/e catch at, another

"moment 1n the text which harbors the unbalancing of the

equation, the slight of hand at the Limit of a text which

cannot be dismissed simply as â contradiction" (Spivak, 06

xlix). It leads us to notice that there are virtuaLly no

Caucasians working in the kitchen. other than the Cook (,'a

f ore:.gner, " as Àlbert points out), Pup (a waif), and an ol_d

woman dressed in Gothic attire, â11 the rest of the kitchen
staff are of Indo-European, Asian, African or West Indian

descent--difference, quite l j.teralIy, from what $/e wouLd

expect ín an EnglÍsh kitchen in the 1980s run by a French

chef. We begin to look for addÍtional traces of another

supplement, a contemporary one--a poJ.itical mirror perhaps of
the topoJ.ogical text. creenaway has cal1ed the film a

commentary on "the savage gluttony of Thatcher's Britain. "

Àre these the j.mmigrants in Thatchêrrs kitchen, the Hollandais

the heir to the four hundred years of British imperialism

begun under EIizâbeth I? The racial mix of both thê kitchen
staff and the dining room patrons would seem to confirm this
is v¡hat Greena\.¿ay intended, especiaj-ly in Iight of his remark

about Britain still lookÍng "over its shouLder at the great

empire. "

The span of history (whj.ch has been the essence of the

pallmpsest, of the fÍ1m) combined with the "sign" of ethnicity
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and the silent discourse of the kitchen staff (the discourse

of the minorities), make it possible to see the restaurant as

a metaphor for a weLtpolitik in which the kitchen represents

the non-industrialized vJorId. Greenaway's description of thê

kitchen as "a dark, wet jungle" and "the metaphorical place

where aLl the food of the worLd comes from" now Lakes on its
full resonance. The heaps of produce banked there Ín great

horn-of-plenty displays signify not only an Edenic paradise

but the bounty of earthl-y paradises as we l L--equator ia l
regÍons such as Central and South America, Africa, the Indian

sub-continent, Asia, the Caribbean. Seafood--hêaps of físh,
crustaceans and shell-fish--are also featured prominently in
the kitchen and diníng room. The girl sitting in the fish
truck in the parking lot is Àfrican or Caribbean, a post-

colonial trace of the Empire. Greenaway describes her and the

young boy in the meat truck in the script as attendants

"reminiscent of Dutch 17th Century paint Íng--opulent stiII-
life with attendant slaves" (Screenplay 1O).

The Thief, however, cares not where his food originates,
nor does he have any respect for the people who prepare it.
He is a virulent racist who spurns the ethnic restaurants in
the neíghborhood while at thê same time preying on them. A

hedonist clambering after a Continentat experience, the apogee

of rrcivilízed" living, ÀLbert wants his food ,'Frenchified"--

westernized by the intermedÍary of the Cook's kitchen beforê

it Ís presented to him. The fecundity and potential of the



krtchen vs. the consumptÍon, excess and waste of the dining
room now becomes the v].sualization of a Iarger politícal
situation--the weJtpolitik of. food productlon (which ís the

basis for ai.1 other production).21 Albert is not merely the

uncouth recipient of what goes on in the Hollandais kitchen,
he is the gaping maw of the First World, the place v¡here alL

the raw materíals of the Third World end up once they have

been proce s sed- -rendered into a useable and acceptable form by

the industrial intermediary of the kitchen, the dark satanic

miLls of the industrialized world in which Pup, a nineteenth-

century child slave labourer toils. Most interestingly,
Mervyn Nicholson writes in his essay "Eat--or Be Eaten: Àn

Interd:.sciplinary Metaphor" that 'rthe scene of eatíng acquirês

real force with the Industrial Revolutj_on and the hegemony of
market culture" (200),

creenaway briefly takes us back to the pre-industrial age

on "Saturday, " The day opens wrth the lovers found in the

cheese cupboard while Medieval plainsong ís heard j.n the

background. The long lateral do1ly shot through ths kitchen
specifically foregrounds the equipment there which on this day

21 ceoffrey HÍII writes in his essay on this film, 'tNomatter how sophisticated the economy or how removed a culture
might be from the growing of food and the exchanging of
agricul-tura1 commodities, food is st.i11 thê base and common
denominator of aIÌ \,¿eaIth. Since aLI fLesh is Lnextricably
tied to the perennial food-quest in order to sustain life,
there is no escaping the most basic and primordial economy of
food supply. Food is the raw material of labor, commerce, andthe social system/ no matter hoH complex or wealthy acivilízation might be" (147).



appears outmoded/ ancíent. Th6 Medj_evaL v¡oman operates by

hand a partj.cularly archaic-Iooking plece and aLl the female

kitchen staff are dressed in simitar fashion to her. In this
short scene Greenaway, íncredibly, presents us with three
point.s of historical trans j.tion. Fr-rst of alI, it shows us

the historical antecedent to the Renaissance, the period which

Greenaway has been featuring at length in the fiIm. Ornstein

describes the Jacobeans as "caught between a dying feudal

order and a modern society struggling to be born" (31). The

opening of Saturday offers a glimpse of the cusp of that dying

feudal order--the old agrarian society (of which the MedievaL

woman ís a persistant trace) in the throes of giving way to
the social, economic and cuLtural transitions of the nev, age,

The second hj.storical transition Greenaway is pointing to
in this scene is of a J.arger, anthropological order. The

lovers are found in the cheese cupboard. Cheese, along with
bread and wíne, is one of the oldest ,'man-made', foods, a

product of the agrarian society we have just bêen referred to
but even pre-datÍng it--one of the first created or fiinvented'l

foods. Creating food rather than just cooking tvhat is found

in nature represents an advance along the nature to culture
continuum of food production that begins with Lévi-Strauss,s
basic raw-cooked dichotomy, Àt the opposite end of this
conLinuum is Borst--its evolutionary outcome, thê supreme

experimental cook.



Flnal-1y, the third transitron in progress j-n the kitchèn
ís also a nature to cuJ_ture transítion and also one which

Lévl.-Strauss described v¿hen he concluded that music is
analogous to culture while the speaking voice corresponds to
nature. The musÍc heard in this Medieval kitchen represents

the very ful-crum in that transition: plainsong is the

beginning of Western music. Thus Saturday in the kitchen
represents a turning point in Western history in three ways:

the fading ways of the Míddle Ages, the beginning of modern

food culture, and the beginning of musÍc. Not bad for a tt¡o
minute scene.

As we have observed, Greenaway has placed history under

erasure in The Cook. The Thie!. Spivak compares "the typical
sleight of hand of 'sous rature "' to Freud's use of the

"dynamÍc (play of forces) or functional pícture of the psyche

almost to annul the topological one" $/hi1e yet giving the

topological picture greatest useage (Spivak, Oc xLí). So it
is wi-th The Cook, The Thief. The meLodrama of the four

characters in Le Hollandais, the immediate surface of the film
h'ith its spectacular photography, nise-en-scè.ne and bombast,

commands the screen and our attention. However, thê t'dynamic

pLay of forces which impels it" is hi s tory- -part icular Iy the

history of politícal power and its attendant eviLs of greed

and aggression.
rrLike aIl openings, this j-ndex belongs within a past

epoch by the face that is opcn to vieH," says Derrida (OG 93).
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The past epochs have presented themselves throuqh the

palimpsest of. The Cook, The f¡¡jef through the opening that is
Le Hollandais, creating supplementary readings of the fitm,
For Derrida, supplements "speak the movement by which the

presence of the present separates from itsel-f , supplants

itself, replaces itself by absênting itself, produces itself
in self-substitution" (OG 309). If the present j.s known only

througfh the evidence of a past that once was a present, then

ALbert ensconced in his restaurant is, inevitably, the

twent i e th-centur y fin-de-siècje embodiment of all the history
that has gone before him, in short, the violence, aggressÍon,

racism and megalomania of Western c j.vilization.

Characteristically, Greenav¡ay has províded an accompany-

ingi motif--a signÍfier--for the theme of power throughout the

film: seafood. Seafood is totemic for Albert. By ingesting

the food which he associates with the dictators and conquêrors

he admÍres, he associates himsêlf with them: 'rNapoleon was

keen on seafood. Oysters FLorentine was his favourite dish,

ChurchÍ11's favourite dish was seafood. It's amazing isn't it
how the great cenerals Iiked seafood. What did Julius Caesar

like? Or Hitler? Hitler liked c1ams. Ànd Mussolini liked
squid. " SignifícantIy, aspic is frequently used as a garnish

for seafood and fish dishes, as in "a quartet of trout in
aspic.rl

References to fish and shellfish abound in the fiIm,
l'íitchel is chastized for vomiting mussels at the table and in
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a typical Greenaway jeux dë not is Later the victim of

Albert's prairie oysters joke. The possibiJ-ity of kj.ppers for
breakfast at Le Hollandais is discussed wíth Fitch, and a

mutual acquaintance of theirs is derided as a "poofter'r who

"had no ladies and fish disagreed with him. " Fish is
particularly featured ín the kitchen on Friday (Borst,s church

is a Roman Catholic one, after aL]). An enormous seashell

sits on a table fuII of crustaceans; fish are heaped on tables
or in the process of being scaLed, When Àlbert comes into the

kitchen he smells a f i.sh and throws ít down. The referential
code of fish and Catholicism recalls Swift's observãtion in ,4

Modest Proposal- that 'rf ísh being a proLífíc diet, there are

more children born in Roman catholic countries about nine

months after Lent than at any other season,,' If fish has some

folk tradition of engendering potency, it would endear itsê1f
all the more to Albert (as well as explain the poofter's
deficiency). A fish course appears on every menu in the

entrractes. Georgina and Michael lauqh about ÀIbert eating

avocado and prawns with his fingers. "Poisson,, is highlighted
at the beginning when Albert mispronounces it and Georgina

corrects him. There is the seafood truck in the parking Iot.
When Georgina returns to the book depository and finds MichaeL

dead, wavy shadows appear on a curtain behind her accompanied

by the sound of dripping water. Significantly, this Nêptunian

scene cuts to Albert in the dininçr room giving his men a

lesson on how to cat crayfish. Once again Mervyn Nicholson,s



observatrons about the theme of eating ín lrterature seem

particularly appropriate to The Cook, The Thieft he Iists
among the most common iconographic images of the fallen world

"the sea (associated wit.h death and chaos),' and "predator and

prey" (199). Both paradigms have proved to be particularly
apposite to Albert who is a seafood-Ioving member of both thê

spiritual under\.rorId and the temporal underworld where the

laws of predator and prey operate.

Food as a signifier, as a symbol. The act of consumption

and aII that it implies ís creenaway,s professed interest in
making The Cook, The Thief. Having brought À1bert--and

history--up to the present, I will examine what is consumed

and how in the next chapter.
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CH]\PTER THREE

rrI deliberately wanted to examine the link between sex, food,
.greed and violence, and to examine them in the context of a
consume r-or i ent ed expLoitative society. AII the nptaphors in
the movie are about putting thíngs in the mouth. "i

Having examined the three layers of the historÍcal
palimpsest ín The Cook, The Thief, I would like to turn now

specifj.cally to the recent history on display in the film. In

Chapter Two we saw the twent i e th-century supplement

manifested in World War II and in ths "gl-obal village" aspect

of the Hollandais as a metaphor for the modern political

economics of production. Greenaway's end-of-the century, end-

of-the-millenium concerns do indeed have to do with thê world

view of things, but at the same time they are also very much

connected to his anger over the domestic politj.caL scene in
his own country at the time the fiLm was made. He is livíd
about the Thatcher governmentts polic j-es, which he sees as

intimately connected with the selfishness and conspicious

consumption of 1980s Britain. Àlbert is, on the one hand, the

representative of the lust for power throughout history, as we

have observed, but at the same tíme he is also the symbol of

individual greed--a satire of contemporary consumerism and the

personal lust for money, status, culture/ style and, of

course, food. Eating in fact ís the metaphor creenaway has

chosen to deploy this examination of contemporary greed; as a

I ct""naway intervj-ewed by Ronald Bergan (27 ) ,
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result, this contemporary history part of the palimpsest is
virtually laminated to the topographicaL text of well-to-do
people eatíng in a fancy rêstaurant.

The eating or consumption metaphor is so well deveLoped

that not only does it fulfill its political mandate, but as we

shall see in this chapter on eating, it also sêrves to
complete the religious paradigms begun earlier, as well as

provide the finale for the outcome of the sexual politics ât

work in the film. Fína11y, it atso further ill_uminates thê

roLe of the Cook in the f il-m.

Having set the film in the first place in a restaurant,

creenaway proceeds to fashion an astonishing number of

references to eating, or at Ieast to putting things in the

mouth, in The Cook, The ThieÍ. They range from the êsoteric
(Albert is forced to eat his own words when his oath that he

will kiIl and eat Michael is made good) to the concrete

(Borstrs food) to a category that could perhaps best be

described as Albert's own: scatological and/or sexuaL fantasy.

What is eaten in the film includes food, pagês of books

(rammed down Michaelrs throat \.¡ith a wooden cooking spoon),

excrement, human flesh, and coat buttons. We aLso find Pup ín

thê hospital v¡ith a tube in his mouth (his downfall caused by

delivering food), Georgina constantly having cigarettes yanked

from hers by Albert, Patricia with a fork in her cheek, and

references to fellatio.

The connection between food and sex as twin pleasures and
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interchangeable activities is established at the beginning

through the kitchen's being lhe site of both sex and. cooking.2

The kitchen fÍnishes up as the site where the Cook recounts

for ceorgina the litany of sexual acts he witnessed there.

The food/sex connection is perpetuated throughout the fi1m.

either through such visual metaphors as Georgina eating

asparagus or, more frequently, through Albertrs "eating
l-essons" to his men which usual-Ly involve a combination of

food and sexual innuendo--the prairie oysters joke played on

Mitchel , for example, or his instruction on how to eat

asparagus: "Imagine yourre sucking the Little fingers of a

lady.."

What is fascinating to find, on close inspection, is just

how much dialogue creenaway has managed to incorporate which

supports the theme of consumption. Even such minor bits of

business as that between Fitch and the prostitute Patricia in
the aIIey behind the restaurant manage to refer to food:

"Doesn't he give you any pocket money--êven for a tunafish

sandwich late at night or a bottle of gin to maks you forget
what you've had for lunch?" Even Albertrs throw-away lines--
his trivia ("Did you know that a cow drinks its o\,/n weight in
water twice a week?rr ) and racist and scatological ramblings--

almost invariably have to do \,rith eating, drinking, or

elimination. There is the continual reminder of the

2 Léu i - st. 
".rs 

s notes in
mythologies equating eatì.ng

Raw and the Cooked that thê
sex are worldwide.

The
and
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alimentary process of nourishment, from mouth to anus as

Greenaway says,, vía Ài.bert's coprophilia and the frequent

references to the toilet in connection with ceorginars

absences from the table.

Greenaway is invoking the notion of the entire food chaín

with his visua.L, verbal and philosophical references ín this
f j.Im. Àt the top of thj.s food chain is Albert, preyíng on

everyone and gobbling up everything around him, the qfaping maw

Òf the weJ-tpoLitik investigated in Chapter Two. In a kind of

ironic inversj.on of the metaphor of 'rnature as an enormous

restaurant, r' aIl of nature is instead represented in the

Hollandais restaurant. From the decorative emphasis on birds
(the beasts of the air) to the foregrounded seafood and fish
(the creatures of the deep) and everything 1n bêtwêen--the

strangest of which may be the bipeds populating the

Hol l anda is--Gr eenaway invokes the range of aLl Lj.fe forms,

including the inevitable end of all flesh: thê maggot-fi1led

truck of rotting meat.3 All three of Lévi-Strauss ' s stages of

food--raw, cooked and rotten--are present on many levels in
The Cook, The Thief. À naturê to culture transition is
effected when the raw ingredients seen in the kitchen arê

rendered by the Cook into fine French cuisine, the epitome of

cooked food and a hallmark of culture. The Cook is the

3 Às Leonard
repeated motif in
ZOO, \^¿ith its
decompos i-ng animal
putre fact ion ) .

Quart and others have noted. decay is a
Greenaway's films (most fully explored in
time-1apse photography of innumerable
carcasses showing thê progressive stages of
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mediator who causes this transformation. Similarly, Greenaway

is the mediator who through his camera lens and niae-en-scène

transforms the same raw materi"als into a celluloid version of
the Dutch Renaissance school of painting--an uncooked

conversion but a nature to culture transition all the same.

Às the epitome of the painting genre of stiIl life, it
parallels the French cuisine as an art form. The role of

mediator, of interpreter, of maker of culture shared by the

Cook and creenaway the director v¡i11 bê examined Iater.
Chapter Two investigated the kitchen as a garden that parodied

both Venus's garden and Spenser's Renaissance gardens--a

transition of räw materials from nature to culture through

literary allusion,

What is not cooked rots, and rot is present both

literally and metaphorically in the fílm, from the maggot-

infested meat truck to the rottenness of a society in which

ALbert has been allowed to flourish. Albert himself is a

carrj.on figure, preying on other restaurateurs, and GeorgÍna

is decorated with crow feathers in the cannibalism scene.

Greenaway describes the sense of pervasive underlying decay he

intended to invest the film with:

There is a mediaeval-Iike feeling in ?åê Cook, the

?åjef about this rotten, worm-infested body which

is covered in an extraordinary gloss of elaborate

clothing, feathered hats and that sort of thing.

It ís as though there is an attempt to try and hide
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the horror, the despair. the sense of violence and

lust that's contained only just underneath"

( cr e enaway/McFar I ane 41 ).

These soc j-eta1 concerns are balanced by Greenaway's mordant

irony, however, which is present even j_n Michael's death: he

begins the film raw and becomes cooked (presumably thereby

prevented from rotting).
Michael's death is also the event with which Greenaway

completes his mythological and religious motifs. The "private
function'r to which Albert is j.nvited--the serving up of
Michael--completes the Christian paradigm set in motion in the

kitchen/church with the Cook/Priest (notably. both mediator

roles). When Michael dies he begins a process of apotheosis.

He assumes first of all the role of the Àrchangel Michael when

Georgrna prays to him for strength in carrying out her plans

for Albert. Ultimately however Michael is really the

sacrif Íc j.aI 1amb, the innocent whose slaughter eventuaLly

frees the captives (Albert's victims plus his former

empLoyees ) because it galvanizes ceorgina into finally ridding
the Hollandais of the oppressor. MichaeI, three days dead,

reappears before Albert from beneath hís shroud to become

Albert's last supper. The ceremony includes Àlbert,s ex-

disciples, since at thj.s Last Supper Àlbert is left with only
one remaining discÍple (MitcheI )--a suitably inverse

rearrangement of the whole event since Albert is, after alL,
a Satan figure. Àlbert has â drink of wine but there is no
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trans-substantiation here: bread is replaced by real flesh.
Parodying (and blaspheming in the eyes of some) the elements

of Chrlst.ian rèdemption, i.e. Christ as the centerpiece of
God's salvation p1an, Georgína creates a sacrificial icon by

making the object of her love the centerpiece of her revenge

pl-an. Geoffrey Hi11, in his essay comparing Babettets Feast

with ?re Cook, The Thief, concurs:

IAlbert ] exclaims in ironic horror, ,'My God I

Jesus ! and he ís reminded by ceorgina that the holy

feast is not God, but 'rMichael, my lover. "
(IronicaIly, the name Michael means "who is Iike
cod.") Here, in his f i.na] blasphemy, at his last
supper, the irony of his sacrificial meal comes

full circle. His having symbolically devoured

others has come back to haunt him in a religious
pagfeant as dramatic and as ironic as the French

Revolution (Hi11 152 ).

ln his reappearance before Àlbert, Michael is of course also

reprising/completinçr his ro.Le of Àdonis, the resurrected

vegetation god (who as we saw earlier became fused with thê

Ímage of Christ). Further parodying Christian doctrine via
the parallel mythological paradígm is the fact that it is a

powerful female--a goddess (the culmination of thê Àstraêa

motif), not a cod--r,¡ho has engineered the event and dispensed

justj-ce (aided by the Cook/priest).



HiIl believes ¿he aLLusions to sacrifice, salvation, and

redemption ín Michael's death and sêrving up are also

connected to the cannibalism in this scene. Building on the

ldea that "the entire food chain is a repetítion of one form

of life giving of itself in sacríficial surrender in order

that other Iife may survive," he sees the cannibalism as an

ironrc union between Albert and Michael "which works toward an

ultimate union and redemption of the Iiving victims'r (150,

155). Cítinq René cÍrard's book Violence and the Sacred as

the basis for his ideas, HiIt states that "when violent
consumption is ritualízed or made sacred in a unanimous

partícipation by the sacred socièty, it serves to qu€11

uncontrolled violence" (151). Taking up the idea of Albert's
victims and lackeys as a "sacred community,'r he goes on to
state (without citing any anthropologÍcal refêrences--it is
unclear whether he is still referring to Girard) that "true to

the nature of sacrificiaL societies it is best to have the

cuLprit be responsible for his own violent death, lest
violence to the violent spread his contagious disease" (152).

ostensibly then, the cannibalism--a ritual meal--in tandem

with the ceremonia 1ly-o rche strat ed fête staged for Albert's
execution--a ritual death--quells the possibility of further
víolence. À11 of Àlbert's enemies participate in the

ceremony, thereby laying to rest the nêed to wreak revenge on

hím themselves randomly as individuals, HilI concludes that

"the cure of the sacred community is to sacrifice the soIê
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maflgnant victim after feedíng him his own beniqn victrm"
(153).

I believe Greenaway had a much more playful intent \./ith

the cannibalism. consistent with the irony of the overall
consumption metaphor. Eating is a running gag (sic) through-

out the film and the act of cannibal-ism is simply the icing on

the cake. Cannibalism ís perhaps Western society,s greatest

taboo and so it Ís through the ritual meal- that Georgina

achieves the ultimate revenge: Albert, a self-professed
gourmand and pretender to civilÍzed living, is forced to eat

human flesh. His punì-shment is derived from the fact that he

is forced to go farther with his enemy than he wanted to:
kilJ.ing Michael was one thing, eâting him is too much. In
other words he suffers from a surfej.t of revenge, which in
turn provides Georgina with her revenge. To add insult to

injury she suggests that he "try the cock. You know where

it's been.rr Addingf to the irony of the distressed gourmand's

situatÍon is the fact that he fulfils not only his oath to
kill and eat Michael, but also makes good his imagined press

rel-ease concerning Michael's death: "They are going to say it
was a dignified revenge killing--as they are going to admire

the style. He was stuffed, and Àlbert Liked good food. They

might even smiLe--he was stuffêd with the tools of his trade--
he was stuffed with books Àfter having stuffed MichaeL

\.rith words, ÀIbert SpÍca the incessant speaker has to eat his
own words.
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Certainly the intellectual is sacrifl-ced in the

destroying of the cretín, but there is an addítional element

of sacrifice in the cookÍng and serving of Michael. Borst is
understandably opposed to cooking Michaet since, as he says,

"If I did--who would ever eat here again?" Thus to comply

with ceorgina's request presents a dilemma for him, a personal

sacrífice on his part. Àt first he misunderstands her

request, thinking that she has some sort of totemic meal in

mind: I'Do you have some idea that by eating him he can become

part of you? You can't beLieve that by eating him you can

always be together. " However, once he sees that the idea of

cookingf MÍchael is to serve a communal purpose, he agfrees to
jeopardize his own lÍvelihood and put the greater good before

his own interests, effecting "an ironj-c union between Àlbert

and Michael which works towards an ultimate union and

redemption for the Iiving victimsrr as Hj.lI says (155). In his

conversation with Georgina, the Cook comments that some people

consume black food--olives, truffles, grapes--to ward off
anxiety about death--a kind of anti-anxiety totemism

reminiscent of Àlbert's use of seafood as a totem for power.

Greenav¡ay describes the Cook as a perfectionist and a man

v¡ho trj.es to find 'ra metaphorical parallel between what he

does as a cook and a philosophical examination of his
particular art reLative to everything elserr (Greenaway/

McFarlane 43). ThÍs quest for synthesis combined v¡ith his
perception ( as wel-l as his occasional blindness ) , his
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understanding of human nature, and of course hj.s creative role
both as Cook and ingénieuz: of the love affair make Borst an

artist figure in the film:
He is the director in some senses, the organizing
principle. He Ís the one who invites the diner to

come and sit at the meal tabl-e, the same way a fÍ1m

director invites the audience to sit in the cinema.

' He is the one who tucks the table napkin in your

shirt front, offers you the menu, suggests what's

to be eaten today and, uItímateIy. provides the

stage for the actors--and the privacy of the

kilchen for the Lovers (creenaway in McFarLanê 43).

Just Ìike a film director. Borst provides--and presides over--

the venue v/here all the actívity tâkes place: I'He provides the

set, the restaurant; shows you the back room where everything

is prepared--part of the self-conscÍousness of my cinema.

Ultimately he nudges the whole thing through and provides the

dénouement" (creenaway in Greenaway/Smith 56).

A perennial figure ín creenaway fiLms, the artist
characters are seldom perfect, Mr, NeviIle, thê draughtsman,

is essentially undone by his own vanity and according to

Greenaway 'rís a middling artist. capable of mâking a likeness

but hardly very profound and not very intelligent"
( Greenaway/ Rodger s 18 ) . In The Belly of An Architect,
Greenaway's study of artistic impotence/ Stourley KrackLite is
a naive ÀmerÍcan architect in Rome whose arrogance tempts him
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to think he can "put his little smudgy fínger on that great

city" (Greenaway/Ctarke 6).{ the twin behavioural scientists
of. ZOO are "not particularLy bright in the head--mediocre

sorts of peopl"e in some senses" ( Greenaway/ Rodge r s 1g). Ànd

Madgett the coroner, the artist figure of. Ðrowninq By Nunbers,

is used and then done away !¿ith by women far more clever than

he, just as Mr. NeviLle the draughtsman was. Thus of aII the

artists in the Greenaway salon, Ríchard Borst comes across as

more intelliqent (as evidenced particularly in his repartee

with Albert), more creative, and certainly more benevolent

than many of his predecessors. (This may have something to do

with Borst being French instead of Englj_sh. ) His bigqest f Lavr

is his occasional blindness--his lapses in judgement, such as

sendingr Pup out alone with the food for the refugees.

Somewhat more disturbing is thê question of his role as

coLlaborateur, Greenaway himself hints at a kínd of moral

complacency j-n Borst: "The Cook is also the figure which

doesn't take too strong a moral posit j.on. In the earl-y part
of the fÍIm, he could make arrangements to create trouble for
the appalLing Thief. and for the restaurant, but he doesn't"
(Greenaway/McFarlane 43). The questÍon as to why Borst has

{ c.""rru,uay also points out that the archÍtect, like adirector, "has not only an exhibition but also financiers,critics, and the relationshíp of the private life to a publj.c
Iife, which aII creâtive people have. ÀIso, there's the
secret character of Etienne Boulez Isic] in the background, a
classic example of a man who organized, designed, and thought
about some amazingf visionary buildings, but thêy nevêr got
buj.lt--which, we alI know, is very much a filmmaker,s position
too" (creenaway Ín Smith 56).
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wllIingly involved hrmself in a partnership r¡/ith Albert
remaíns a mystery throughout the film. Perhaps it is purely
a matter of clever practícaI j.ty: co-opt the enemy to ensure

surviva] and avoid l¡eing ruined like the restaurateurs Albert
is victimlzing. Perhaps it is a metaphor for the dilemma of
the artist jumpíng through the economic hoops necessary to
obtain the pecuniary means to keep producing his art--a
dilemma which creenaway as a film director would know

íntimately--the tradeoff between losing a Iittle integrity or

losrng your art altogether. In any case Borst's lapse in
judgement is redeemed and his j.ntegrity fully restored v/hen he

goes out on a Iimb by complying with Georgina's request

concerning Michael.

In this matter, Borst certainly fits into LévÍ-Strauss's

conjecture that "cooking j.s conceived of in native thought as

a form of mediationÍ and culinary operations are viewed "as

mediatory activities bet!¡een heaven and earth, life and death,

nature and socj.ety" (The Raw and the Cooked 64-5). Borst as

Cook and priest is indeed a mediator on every one of thêse

fronts. He is a "civilizing hero" and the master of fire, As

such he must be petitioned for help by ceorgina in
accomplishing the rite she wants performed, Greenaway thê

dírector is also a civilizíng hero, the one who combines

ideas, words and images and brews them into a cultural
creation with the tools of hÍs trade.
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As noted in Chapter Two, Albert rs a pretender to the

title of artist 1n lhe fÍlm. As the would-be artist he

represents the epitome of mediocrÍty j.n contrast to Borst's
experimental genius. However, he is as sel-f-deceived about

his capabí1itíes as he is about Georgina's fidelíty. The sham

artist converges with the sham aristocrat, since not only does

he not create like Borst does, he also can neither consume it
properly nor even pronounce its names, IIl j.teracy and food

lead us to the other character in the film of which Albert is
the complete opposite--MichaeL The differences between them

are worked out through a metaphor that juxtaposes books and

food: "ThÍs is a restaurant, not a library. AIl you are

allowed to read in here, you know, is the menu. You're

insulting the chef. Reading qives you indige st ion--didn ' t you

know that? Don't read at t.he tablel"
Albert disdains print, especially books that do not "make

money, " oblivious to the old saw about books bej.ng food for
the mind. Albert, who would only have use for the printed

page íf j-t was pornographic, contrasts in every way with

Michael: force vs. intellect. It is the oId medieval binary

of body and soul Albert is noisy and rude, Michael is quiet

and polítei À1bert only talks about sex, Michael enjoys

congress \,,¡íth ceorgina; Albert reads imaginary graffitj. on

bathroom wa1Ls, Michael cataloques works about the French



Revolution,5 the event which authored civÍl liberty and human

rights--those very rights which Albert the tyrant rides

rouqthshod over, Albert ís megalomanra to Michael's

egalitarÍanism,

Às a member of the ruling elite, Albert represents t¡hat

the French RevoLution overcame, and it is significant that his

lackeys begin to rebel just after they have been stuffing
pages of a book about the French Revolution down Michael's

throat. Siqns of discontent begin to appear in the body

politic during the crayfish-eating lesson which immediately

follows Michael's murder. The occasi.on deteriorates into an

overthro$/ of the tyrant when Borst, the waiters, and the

kitchen staff join forces to oust ÀIbert from the restaurant.

The paJ.ace revolt brewíng among his men culminates in the l-ast

scene where everyone but MítcheI is literally bêhind Georgina

and of which Michael--the champion of the French Revolution--

is literally the centerpiece. In typical creenaway fashion

this "French" theme has been embellished throughout the film
by the French chef, the French restaurant, the continual

namj.ng of French dishes, and finally by Georginars b€nedictíon

of I'Bon appetit. " What is French j.n the film ranges from the

refinement of the cuj-sÍnê to the barbarism of thê Revolution,

as William Van Wert notes (48).

5 J""nn" Silverthorne in her review of
irony of the gentlest character ín the film
the bloodiest of revoluti.ons.

the f ilm notes the
cataloging one of
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On a drfferent note, Richard Combs has suggested that 1n

contrast to the idea of Àl-bert as a member of the rul-ing elíte
who is overthrown by the French Revolution, Albert is actually
its end result, representing "the bourgeoÍs revolution that
has overreached Ítself and gobbled itself uprr (324). Here, in
other words, is the outcome of the French Revolution; the

phenomenon of a low-class hood j-n a society that has allowed

him to rise to the top, swallowíng up those very liberties
established by the French Revolution by abusing the rights and

freedoms of everyone else on his way. This j.s not at all a

contradiction of what creenaway intended the f j.lm to show.

His main argument with contemporary society seems to be that
ít is greedy. Albert is greedy not only for money and for
food, but for staturef power and styIe, hence the extended

eating metaphor throughout the fílm, creenaway hãs stated

several" times that he wanted to see how far he could push the

1imÍts of acceptability in this film and this led him to
cannibal-ism as a metaphor:

I wanted to use cannibalism not only as a literal
event but in the metaphoricaL sense, that in the

consumer society, once we rve stuffed the whole

world into our mouths, uLtimately we'LI end up

eating oursêlves. The f1Ìm is intended as an

allegorical consideration of what cannibalism

means, as well as being a literal event (Greenaway/

Indiana 121) .
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The double meaning of aspic reaches an irÒnic convergence in
the finaL scene: the Aspic (i.e. Albert) is forced to eat

aspÍc when Michael is served up in the transparent glaze (and

appropriately so, since revenge is a dish best served col_d).

SylIepticaIly, the Serpent devours its own tail--a 1ítera1
renderíng of the cannibalísm of the self Greenaway refers to
here,

creenaway wanted the conspicuous consumption ethos of the

elghties to be immediately evident j.n the fiIm. Albert and

hís men in their copycat Banquet of the Officers formalwear,

Georgína's outlandish couture outfits (which become

increasingly deconstructed throughout the film)--in fact all
the dj.ners at Le Hollandais--represent a satiric comrnent on

the tasteless flaunting of v/ealth that seems now to be the

main retrospective perception of style in the eiqhties: "Thê

people in the film are part of a swaggeríng society and weaf

clothes to identify themselves and set themseLves apart. The

decor, too, is intentionally vulgar. It has too much gold,

too much of everything" (creenaway in Bergan 291. The

costumes in the film are by French couturier Jean paul

Gaultier (the desiqner of Madonna's concert outfits ) .

Gaultierrs signature styl-e at the time was the underv¡ear look

--the corsets, bustiers, garterbelts, etc, with which ceorgina

íncreasinqly participates j-n her own fetishization as the lovê

affarr progresses, culmj.natinq in the bLack widow outfit that



essentially consists of little more than a window-pane

arrangement of straps.

The decade of greed and shouJ.der pads was, in Britain,
the decade of Margaret Thatcher. CaLling the restaurant "a
shrine to avid consumerj_sm,'r Leonard euart states that

In political terms, Albert Ís supposed to embody

one of Thatcher's more terrl_fyrng success stories.
He's an arriviste and philist,ine who mispronounces

the entrees on the menu, and is relentlessly and

amoraLl-y attuned to the world of avarice and crass

materialism that is Thatcher's legacy. ÀIbert also
offers to provide the Thatcher govêrnment's answer

to crime--a couple of 'short, sharp shocksr--to
somebody whose behavior has displeased him (46).

A]bert is not to be construed as an anomaly amidst the

clrentele of the Hollandais. One of his men says that the

other patrons consist of "smaII time crooks and pimps,

gigolos, busted boxers, cheap whores, bullies, hairdressers,
faggots . " These then, according to creenaway, amount to
BriÈaj.n's nouveau riche under Thatcher's regime, euart
however sees them as "jaded, upper class customers ' lwhosêl

utter indifference to Atbert,s tumult and dÍsruption at the
restaurant Iis] Greenav¡ay possibly signj.fying the danger of
the upper class' passive collusion with Thatcher's most

callous policies" (46). She was still in power at the tíme he

made the film and he has not been hesitant in Ínterviews to
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express hls "anger and passion about the terrifying
pejoratives done Lo the political 1ífe in Great Br j.tain by

this wretched Mrs. Thatcher" (creenaway Ín euart 46).

The film is a very angry one. The political
situation that currently exists in creat Britain
under Mrs. Thatcher is one of incredible sense of
self-ínterest and greed. Society ls begrnning to

worry entirel"y about the prÍce of everything and

the value of nothing, and there is a way Ín which

The Coök, the Thief ís an exenpLun of, a consumer

society (Greenaway/McFarlane 38 ) .

cavin Smith calls The Cook, The Thief a "spectacle of

exquisite decadence and corrupt excessr' (54). Greenaway has

created a vehicLe for savaging the styLe, taste, opinj.ons and

behavior of hrs countrymen using excess, black humor and irony
as his tools. Linda Hutcheon defines satire as 'rboth moral

and social in its focus and ameliorative in its intenti.ons"
(16). Of all Greenaway's films to date, this one is the most

blatant social criticísm. Àpart from the greed theme dweLt on

in this chapter, he alludes to other socj.al problems in thê

film. Jeanne Silverthorne notes the presence in the parking

lot of rrthe shabby white car ín which a scene of famity abuse

is set, inexplicable in the midst of the thÍef's otherwise

lavish wealthrr (22). It is the scene in which Albert drags

Georgina and Pup into his car to beat them, just after Pup has

fended off Àlbert's advances in the kitchen and both Georgina
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and Pup have strenuously resísted Albertrs attempts to force
them to have sex. Once again the Luna sign visÍble in the

background. creenaway, as he said earlier, is trying to point

to a general malaise of society in the fiLm:

Werre approaching the end of the milLennium and

experiencing the anxiety of melancholia and

violence in our contemporary culture In

Jacobean times, syphiJ.is was the new sexual

scourge; we now have ÀIDS. There' s a certain
comparison ín that sexuality has become

complicated, so there' s a similar spirit of

melancholia. The same sensation of fatalísm exists

vis-à-vis the sort of cruelty we see every day,

especially cruelty in the home, the abuse of

children, and so on ( Greenaway/ I ndiana 121).

The horror and despair Greena$ray spoke of as being just båre1y

conceâ1ed beneath "the extraordinary gLoss of elaborate

cJ.othing" worn by the patrons of the Hollandais is both

personal and social, just as it was for the Jacobeans.

Greenaway's view of history is ultimately pessimistic: while

Borst's work may be the evolutionary result of the cultural
transformation of food over the centuries, it is, unhappÍIy,

Àlbert who represents the outcome of the history traversed in
the fílm. And not only does Michael's murder seem to nulLify
the maxim about the pen being mightiêr than the sword, it



suggests that the French Revolutíon has failed to set the

course of hístory regardínq crvil libertres.
Greenaway's f j.lms display an essentiaf pessimism about

human nature and about society as a whole. It \.¿ould appear Ín

fact, upon re-examiníng his earlier statement regarding

structuralism, that he is a níhilist:

In all my fiLms there is a contradiction between

the romantic and the classical; víolent, absurd,

bizarre subject matter treated v/ith a severe sense

of control. Baroque surface and rich romantíc

detail regimented into numerical grids and

structures--which I would 1i-ke to think shows a

wish--against the odds--to create a rational view

of the world out of aII its chaotic parts, However

the structures and controls are always mocked as

being inadequate or ineffectual or destructive
(creenaway in Hacker and Price 190).

Indeed, as Hacker and Price note ín their critical essay on

his work, the artist f j.gures in his films (who stand in for
the director) are often portrayed as "manipulated, helpless

figures, victims of fickLe patronage, as vulnerable men," and

the way in which they "faiI to comprehend what they are

observing until too late is highly pessimistic't (L921 , In one

sense this is deferential--an admission that the artist does

not have all the answers. At the same time it is disturbing

that no sense can be made, nor control imposed successfully by
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anyone: "ultimately hj-s cold-blooded rationalism denies the

audiencê an optimistic faith in the power of man to overcome /

or find understanding. Nor does love, in fact, play much part

in his world view'r (195). And virtually every film deals with

death: "Death and Landscape, Dêath and Animals, Death and

ArchÍtecture, Death and Sex, Death and Food (cannibalism),'

( Frampton 344 ) .

Hov/ever, this pessimism is alleviated in three ways,

First of aII, Greenaway is a master of irony and black humour,

Secondly, his films are visually stunning. The I'Baroque

surface and rich romantic detailrr of which he speaks in
themselves make watchj.ng his films worthwhile. Fínally, he

consistently--and refreshingly--upholds an ironic reversaL of

male-female power roles, As Ruth Perlmutter says, he has a

predilection for stories about the politicization

of women who manípulate male potency and outwj.t

patriarchal power. The formal intêrpIay
betv/een legends as narrative pre-texts, games,

wordplay, and director/audience hide and seek

structures his ínsistent content: feminist
submission turned around into powêr and control
( 57 ) .

Asked if he considers himself a pessimist, creenaway actually
denies that either he or his films are pessimistic. But I
believe his work belies this. Perhaps the answer to the

seeming contradiction between Greenawayrs denial of pessimism
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despite the presence of it in his films ultimately arises from

a juxtaposition of the idea] vrith the real:
lWhatl makes my films very much a part of the

latter half of the 20th Century is the ídea that
the world is a most magnificent, munificênt,
amazing, varíed pLace. The surfaces of my films,
from ?åe Draughtnants Contract Isic] onwards, are

very baroque. They use every devj.ce I can think of
to indícate the richness and munificence of the

world, but always with--and aqain I'm often accused

of this--the central characters behaving j.n a

misanthropic way. Lf you want to extract some

meaning from this, it is that the world is a most

magnificent place but people are constantly fucking

it up. The cook, the Thjef is just another example

of that (Greenaway in McFarlane 47:, .

The Cook, The Thief ts a perfect exemplum of what

Greena\,¡ay calls the European "cínema of ideas," the school of
filmmaking to which he feels he belongs and which, in truth,
he is best suited to: 'rMost of my concerns for the cinema are

to do with the European model, which rêadiLy uses metaphor,

allegory and other story-tellíng methods with a considerable

amount of freedom. It could be described as the cinema of
ideas" ( Gr eenaway/McFar l ane 69). Like all of his films, ?/¡ e

Cook, fhe Thief Ls an ambitious gesantkuns tt{erk fashioned from

myth, painting, music, literaturê and history,
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Parody, one of the film's most notable features, is for
Greenaway a very contemporary paradj-gm: 'rThis is a very post-
modernist concern, looking over our shoulders to see what

other people have done to see what we can utilizê and make

valuable in our current situation" ( cr e enaway/McFar l ane 69).

He thus confirms Linda Hutcheon's statement that "parody
prospers in periods of cultural sophistication that enable the
parodists to rely on the competence of the read.er (viewer,

listener) of the parody" (19). postmodernism has entered the

discourse of popular culture, as have many of the ideas of
structuralism, and Greenaway takes advantage of this,
Libêrated from the tenets of mainstream cinema, he has made

form and content converge in his films, using structuralist
techniques as a framework on which to build his ideas and

semiotics to coÌour it all in. He constantly remì.nds us that
he is creating an artifice--thê curtain yanked shut in our

faces at the end of The Cook, The Thief after the tv¡o hourg'
traffic on the stage of the HoIlandais, for example, as a

final parting reminder:

The whole purpose of my cinematic effort is to
explore metaphor and symbol My cinema is
deliberately artificial, and itrs always self-
reflexive. Every time you watch a Greenaway movie,

you know you are definitely and absolutely only

watching a movie. It's not a slice of lifê, not a

window on the world. Itrs by no means an êxemplum
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of anything ',natural" or 'rreal.r, I do not !hink
that naturalism or real-ism ís even vaLrd in the

cinema, Put up a camera and everything changes.

Pursuit of realism seems to me a dead end

(Greenaway in Smith 59 ).

He has been derided for being too esoteric, too mannerist, too

elitist. This, however, j.mplies that his work is either
impossibly dense and demanding or nothing but artful
contrivance. I prefer to think of j.t as "cinema-à-clef,,'
wherein once the key ctues are identified, the text (and

therefore the context ) can be unravelled. Ironically, I think
the best summation of his work can be found in a critic's
assessment of the work of the Jacobean playwright whom he

parodies, John Ford: "His interest in abnormal frailties and

morbid repelling farce was misunderstood until it was learnt
that he embodied intellectual problems in his pIots, which can

then be seen as the working out of contradictions in the best

theories of his time" (Saunders 53).
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